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THE APPLICABILITY OF PHONIC GENERALIZATIONS 
TO SELECTED SPELLING PROGRAMS
CHAPTER I
THE STUDY
Introduction and Background 
Learning to spell is part of learning to communicate 
in writing. The high social value placed on correct spelling 
and the degree of precision required to learn to spell satis­
factorily make spelling instruction especially important.^ 
Some teachers find the teaching of spelling a difficult 
task but know that if students are to communicate adequately 
in written language, teaching children to spell is important
and that no teacher can afford to abdicate her responsibility
2for teaching spelling as effectively as possible. The skill 
to use the sounds of the American English language as it is 
written, combined with meaning, is fundamental to both spell­
ing and reading. There is ample evidence to conclude that
^Edna M. Horrocks, Edith M. Evans, and Ralph C. 
Staiger, Spelling, Teachers Manual, Grade 2 (Boston: Ginn
and Company, 1$65), p. iii. '---
2Paul R. Hanna and Jean S. Hanna, "The Teaching of 
S p e l l i n g The National Elementary Principal, XLV (November, 
1965), 23-24.
phonetic knowledge and skills play an important part in 
spelling ability.^
Experts have studied and argued for a long time about 
just how much generalizations, or spelling rules, help in 
spelling. However, modern spelling programs generally are 
organized on the basis of similar phonetic and structural 
elements assumed to be essential to satisfactory achievement 
in spelling.
A significant number of research studies concerning
instruction in phonics have been reported in the United
States since the beginning of the period of re-emphasis on
2phonics. Morrone, in a review of the literature, reported 
on one hundred ninety-eight studies related to instruction 
in phonics relevant to reading and spelling. He rejected a 
Substantial number of studies because they did not meet the 
rigors of his established criteria for their review.
3Theodore Clymer initiated the present interest in 
the evaluation of phonic generalizations. In his study, each 
of forty-five phonic generalizations was applied to a
George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates I - 
Factors Probably Causal in Spelling Disability," Journal of 
Educational Research, XXXIV (April, 1941), 573.
2Victor E. Morrone, "A Critical Analysis of Scien­
tific Research in Phonics" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation. 
University of Pittsburgh, 1958), p. 18.
3Theodore Clymer, "The Utility of Phonic Generaliza­
tions in the Primary Grades," Reading Teacher, XVI (January, 
1953), 252-258.
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composite vocabulary of 2500 words to determine the words 
which were conformations of the generalizations and the words 
which were exceptions to the generalizations. The applica­
bility of each generalization to the composite word list was 
thus revealed, and a per cent of applicability was determined 
for each generalization. Since this study, the results of 
several investigations have appeared in the literature, but 
only a few of these investigations were wholly concerned with 
the applicability of phonic generalizations to spelling pro­
grams. Considering the importance of spelling and the vast 
number of things to be taught to children in the elementary 
school, the economy of time through a wider utilization of 
phonic generalizations should be more assiduously explored.^
The Need for the Study 
The most effective spelling program is related to
reading and word recognition techniques and is given atten-
2 3tion throughout the school day. Dawson and Zollinger,
^Frederick S. Breed, "Generalization in Spelling," 
Elementary School Journal, XXXVII (May, 1937), 733.
2G. Wesley Sowards and Mary-Margaret Scoby, The Chang­
ing Curriculum and the Elementary Teacher (San Francisco: 
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1961 ), p. 265.
3Mildred A. Dawson and Marian Zollinger, Guiding 
Language Learning (Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company,
1957), pp. 409-410.
1 2  3Gilbert, Peake, and Townsend have investigated this rela­
tionship and have reported positive correlations. These 
correlations between reading and spelling suggest a recipro­
cal connection between the two phases of the language arts, 
with progress in one area contributing to growth in the other 
and leading to further growth in the first area. In the 
field of reading, Betts,^ Durrell,^ Harris,^ and Russell^ 
have found that good reading and good spelling go together 
and that poor readers are usually poor spellers.
Children in classrooms in elementary schools all- 
over the United States receive instruction in spelling from 
one of a number of spelling series which provide complete 
programs for grades two through six or grades one through six.
^Luther C. Gilbert, "Effect of Reading on Spelling 
in Ninth Grade," School Review, XLII (March, 1934), 197-204.
2Nellie Peake, "Relation Between Spelling Ability and 
Reading Ability," Journal of Experimental Education, IX 
(December, 1940), 192-193.
3Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of Certain Rela­
tionships of Spelling with Reading and Academic Aptitude," 
Journal of Educational Research, XL (February, 1947), 464-471.
4Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New York: American Book Company, 1954), pp. 8-11.
^Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company, 1940), p. 279,
^Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability 
(New York: American Book Company, 1956), 266-351, passimT
7David H. Russell, "Spelling Ability in Relation to 
Reading and Vocabulary Achievement," Elementary English,
XLIV (October-December, 1967), 768.
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Personke and Knight explain that these spelling programs are 
remarkably similar, with possibly two exceptions:
On the one hand there is some difference in the 
words presented from one textbook to the other. This 
is observed in grade levels selected for presentation 
of words rather than in the total of the words pre­
sented during the entire program. A second difference 
is reflected in the attention given to the teaching 
of spelling generalizations from one series to 
another.!
Hanna and Hanna advise that:
The instructional area most neglected in the 
spelling programs is that of pupil-discovery of the 
behavior of phoneme-grapheme correspondences in his 
language and the rules and generalizations upon which 
the orthography is based.^
Interrelationships of phonics instruction in the read­
ing program and in the spelling program have not been given 
adequate attention in educational research projects. Cer­
tainly the two programs should be carefully co-ordinated, and 
probably even partially fused or integrated.
Since phonic generalizations are important to both 
spelling and reading instruction, there is a need for more 
information relevant to the utility or applicability of phonic 
generalizations to spelling needs. Furthermore, research is 
needed which relates current reports of the utility or appli­
cability of selected phonic generalizations in basal reading
^Carl Personke and Lester Knight, "Proofreading and 
Spelling: A Report and a Program," Elementary English,
XLIV (October-December, 1967), 768.
2- Paul R. Hanna and Jean S. Hanna, "Application of 
Linguistics and Psychological Cues to the Spelling Course of 
Study," Elementary English, XLIII (November, 1964), 755.
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programs to basic spelling programs, A contributory service 
can be made to spelling instruction by a study of the appli­
cability of phonic generalizations to spelling programs, the 
introduction and maintenance of phonic generalizations in 
spelling programs, and the relative applicability of phonic 
generalizations to spelling programs and to reading programs. 
The present investigation was designed to make such a study,^
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to determine the appli­
cability of phonic generalizations to selected spelling pro­
grams. The following sub-problems were identified: (1) What
is the extent of applicability of each generalization to the 
composite vocabulary of selected spelling series? (2) Which 
of the forty-five phonic generalizations are introduced and 
maintained in each spelling program, and on what grade level 
or levels? and (3) Are there differences in the applicability 
of the generalizations to spelling programs and to reading 
programs?
Basic Assumptions 
The following assumptions were basic to this study:
Theodore Clymer and the International Reading Asso­
ciation have granted permission to the researcher to use the 
generalizations, procedures, and criteria reported as follows: 
Theodore Clymer, "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in the 
Primary Grades," Reading Teacher, XVI (January, 1963), 252-258,
1. That the forty-five phonic generalizations iden­
tified by Clymer^ in his study were representative of phonic 
generalizations that were applicable to elementary school 
spelling programs,
2 32 . That the Clymer and Bailey studies of phoni :
generalizations offered suitable bases for comparison of the 
utility of phonic generalizations to spelling and reading 
programs in the elementary school.
3. That adequate "selection criteria" could be estab­
lished for selecting representative and comprehensive spell­
ing programs for analysis in the study.
Definition of Terms
The following operational definitions were relevant 
to this study:
Applicability or Utility refers to the extent that 
use of phonic generalizations results in correct pronunciation 
of unrecognized words or accurate spelling of unknown words. 
The number of conformations found for each phonic generaliza-
4tijon investigated was used as a measure of app’.icability.
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
3 ■Mildred Hart Bailey and the International Reading 
Association have granted permission to the researcher to use 
data reported in tabular form and to quote from the article 
reported as follows: Mildred Hart Bailey, "The Utility of
Phonic Generalizations in Grades One Through Six," Reading 
Teacher, XX (February, 1967), 413-418.
^Ulymer, op. cit., p. 255.
English Spelling signifies an attempt to have one 
standard spelling represent many variant pronunciations of 
one wordo^
Phoneme-grapheme refers to sound-letter representa­
tion.
Phonetic Approach designates an arrangement of spell­
ing words by sound and patterning according to phonetic
• • 1 2principles.
Phonics implies the application of phonetics to inde-
3pendent pronunciation and spelling of words.
Phonics generalization indicates the application of 
phonetic elements, word structure, and syllabication to recall 
the spelling of studied words and to pronounce and spell inde­
pendently new words with the same elements or spelling prin- 
ciples,
Spelling denotes a representation of spoken sounds 
5by written symbols.'
^Ralph Williams, Phonetic Spelling (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960), p. 93.
2Carter V. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 517„
^Ibid,, p. 396.
^Gertrude Hildreth and Roberta LaCosta, Spellingtime, 
Teacher's Manual, Level C (Syracuse: The L, W, Singer Com­
pany, 1964), p. 15,
^Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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Spelling rule expresses the regularity which appears 
when any vowel or consonant or cluster of letters is shown 
to correspond with a given pronunciation in an initial, 
medial or final position in the spelling of a word.^
Delimitations of the Study
The following were delimitations of the study:
1. The study was limited to an analysis of only six 
spelling programs currently published for use in elementary 
schools in the United States.
2. The study was restricted to an analysis of the 
spelling words contained in the basic word lists, the supple­
mental and/or extension word lists, the power spelling program 
list, and subject words lists in the textbooks for grades two 
through six in the different series.
3. The study was further limited by the exclusion
of abbreviations, contracted forms, place names, proper names 
and adjectives, and words written with the apostrophe and _s.
4. The study was limited by the utilization of the
2forty-five phonic generalizations identified by Clymer in a 
recent study.
^Raymond G. Kuhlen, Studies in Educational Psychology 
(Waltham, Mass.: Blaisdell Publishing Company, 1958), p. 416.
2Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
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5. Lastly, the study was limited to Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary,̂  1961 edition, as the authority for 
establishing pronunciation, accentuation, and syllabic- 
division for all words contained in the composite word list,
Materials Used in the Study
2Germane to this investigation were the Clymer Study,
3 4the Bailey Study, Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, and
the teacher edition of each basic speller, levels two through
six, of the following series:
Silver Burdett Company, Inc., Series
Herman Benthus, and others. Spell Correctly (Morris­
town, N.J.: Silver Burdett Company, 1968).
Follett Publishing Company Series
Morton Botel, and others, Spelling and Writing Patterns 
(Chicago: Follett Publishing Company, 1968 ). ”
J. B. Lippincott Company Series
Theodore E. Glim and Frank S. Manchester, Basic Keys 
to S 
1967
The L. W. Singer Company, Inc., Series
pelling (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company,
Gertrude Hildreth, and others. Spellingtime (New York: 
The L. W. Singer Company/A Division of Random House, 
Inc., 1964).
^Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, 
Mass.: G and C Merriam Company, Publishers, 1961).
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
^Bailey, op. cit., pp. 413-418.
^Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, op. cit.
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Ginn and Company Series
Edna M. Horrocks, Edith M. Evans, and Ralph C.
Staiger, Spelling (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1955),
The Economy Company Series
Charles C. Mason and Jess S. Hudson, A Phonetic 
Approach to Spelling Growth (Oklahoma City: The
Economy Company, 1957).
Review of Related Literature 
A three-part review and analysis of pertinent litera­
ture is presented. The first part reviews significant arti­
cles and research reports of the past several years on the 
value of teaching spelling generalizations or rules to improve 
pupils' spelling ability. The second part deals with the 
Stanford University spelling project. Because of the emphasis 
now placed on linguistics in modern spelling programs, the 
findings reported for this group of articles and research 
studies are of interest and importance to the study. The 
third part is concerned with recent studies of the utility 
of phonic generalizations. These studies were pertinent to 
the present investigation in terms of procedures, purposes, 
recommendations and conclusions.
The Contribution of Spelling Rules 
to Spelling Achievement
As early as 1907, Bromwell^ studied the possibility
of teaching children to read in phonetics before introducing
^George D. Bromwell, "Where and How Phonetic Spell­
ing Should Be Used at Once," Elementary School Teacher, VII, 
(March, 1907), 385-389,
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them to standard English. He found that phonetic spelling 
was of little help because of the irregularities of conven­
tional spelling.
Cook^ conducted a study in 1912 in which he used a 
list of fifty words to test seven rules in spelling and their 
exceptions. Without previous instruction in rules, the test 
was administered to students in a secondary school in Wis­
consin. The investigator concluded that rules do not teach 
themselves and that teachers should insist on their being 
learned. Furthermore, he suggested that rules be taught in 
widely-spaced intervals and that they be introduced in the 
elementary school during the habit forming period when pupils 
still spell reflectively rather than automatically.
That a poor speller is readily identified by his
2writing was the thesis purported by Suzzallo in 1913. He 
stated that the principal worth of teaching spelling rules 
is to give children independent power to spell words that are 
used in changing forms.
At one time the most widely accepted point of view 
on generalization in spelling was that of Ernest Horn. After 
reviewing the experiments bearing on the topic between 1910 
and 1919, Horn said:
^W. A. Cook, "Shall We Teach Spelling by Rules?" 
Journal of Educational Psychology, III (June, 1912),
316-325.
2Henry Suzzallo, The Teaching of Spelling (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913), pp. 1-2.
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In light of present evidence one seems to be 
justified in recommending that the teaching of rules 
be abandoned until more conclusive evidence is pre­
sented to show that the time spent in teaching them 
is as productive of efficiency as the same amount of 
time spent in teaching words directly.^
2Gates concurred with this early point of view but suggested 
that rules and experiences be developed together so that 
each might be illuminated by the other.
Some examples of the logical analysis of the transfer 
of previously acquired phonics knowledge to learning to spell 
are the works of Tidyman^ in 1922 and Horn^ in 1929. Start­
ing out with the root notion of transfer of learning, these 
analysts pointed out major aspects of the association between 
phonics and spelling. Later, Horn wrote:
. . , there may be transfer due to the influence of 
past experience, but such transfer is not necessarily 
always desirable in learning new words. There is the 
possibility that when a child attempts to spell a word 
for the first time, he may be led into error by the 
fact that the individual sounds of the words have been 
spelled in a variety of ways in other words which the 
child has already learned to spell.
^Ernest Horn, "Principles of Method in Teaching Spell­
ing As Derived from Scientific Investigations," Eighteenth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part II (Bloomington, 111.: Public School Publishing Com-
pany, 1919), p. 55.
2Arthur I. Gates, Psychology for Students of Education 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923), pp. 315-319,
3Willard F, Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company, 1922), p. 46.
^Ernest Horn, "A Source of Confusion in Spelling," 
Journal of Educational Research, XIX (January, 1929), 47-55.
^Ernest Horn, "The Influence of Past Experiences Upon 
Spelling," Journal of Educational Research, XIX (April, 1929), 
283.
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In another article, Horn said:
Learning to spell four thousand different words 
seems a large task if each word must be learned as 
an individual task. . . . For while the unphonetic 
character of the English language constitutes a real 
obstacle to successful rationalization, it is not 
necessarily an unsurmountable one.^
2Archer, in 1929, reported that there could be some 
transfer in spelling if children were properly taught. He 
found that the amount of transfer depended upon three con­
ditions: (1) the ability of the children, (2) the similarity
of material, and (3) the instructional method. In 1930,
Archer wrote :
Children learn to spell only four or five thousand 
words; and yet we find many children using more words 
than this number. As a consequence, we must conclude 
either that transfer takes place, or that there is. 
some other way of learning these additional words.
The group of studies undertaken at Columbia University 
during the period of 1930-1940 was the result of a marked 
revival of interest in the problem of spelling generaliza­
tions or rules. Three of these projects are significant to 
the present study and are reviewed in the following paragraphs.
^Ernest Horn, "The Child's Early Experience with the 
Letter 'A'," Journal of Educational Psychology, XX (March,
1929), 158.
2C. P. Archer, "Saving Time in Spelling Instruction," 
Journal of Educational Research, XX (Seotember, 1929), 123- 
131.
3C, P. Archer, "Transfer of Training in Spelling," 
University of Iowa Studies, Studies in Education, V (June,
1930), 7-63.
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As a part of her investigation of generalizations in 
spelling, Sartorius,^ in 1931, presented data on the use and 
worth of spelling ruleso She recorded all the rules from 
twenty spelling textbooks published since 1920. Twenty-seven 
rules which were found in five or more of the spellers were 
selected for examination and applied to a list of 4,065 com­
monly used words. The extent to which the rules applied to 
the words in the list and the extent of the exceptions were 
determined. Among five stated conclusions, the following one 
is directly relevant to the present investigation:
If a rule is to be used in a textbook, it is 
important to know at what grade level it will appear 
first, at what grade level it will appear most fre­
quently, and where there are the greatest number of 
exceptions, if any.2
3In 1932, King conducted a study for the purpose of 
determining the effects of teaching certain spelling rules 
in each of the grades three through eight. Four criteria 
were used to select the spelling rules: (1) the frequency
of application to the spelling words of the elementary grades, 
(2) their distribution throughout the grades, (3) the number 
of exceptions to the rule, and (4) the probable ease of
^Ina Craig Sartorius, Generalization in Spelling, 
Contributions to Education, Number 472 (New York: Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931), 
pp. 9-12.
^Ibid., p. 56.
^Luella M, King, Learning and Applying Spelling Rules 
in Grades Three to Eight, Contributions to Education, Number 
517 (New York : Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1932), pp. 1-80.
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learning the rules. King found that all except two of the 
rules tested were understood and applied by grade children 
with enough success to warrant the time and effort expended 
in teaching them. That this ability could be made to trans­
fer to everyday spelling was not ascertained.
A report of a two year study was submitted by Gates^ 
in 1935„ This investigation included two elaborately con­
trolled experiments on the use of rules and the grouping of 
words. The subjects comprised 3,800 pupils in 106 classes 
in the Brooklyn, New York, public schools. Two of Gates main 
results accentuate the heuristics of the present study;
1. The Generalization Method produced greater 
ability than the Specific Learning Method to spell 
words not previously studied in the spelling class, 
from the same and higher grade levels. The superi­
ority of the Generalization Group was estimated as 
six or eight per cent.
2, The Generalization Method produced greater 
ability to convert unstudied base forms into derived 
words by adding the suffixes _s, e^, ed, or ing,
and to write words containing eî  or and other
common elements like i^ or tion. The superiority
in the test of applying specific generalizations 
which were introduced to the Generalization Group 
was estimated to be about nine per cent.2
3Wheat selected for evaluation four spelling rules 
of wide applicability restated in what was considered "best
^Arthur I. Gates, Generalization and Transfer in 
Spelling (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1935), 1-80,
^Ibid., pp. 77-78,
3Leonard B. Wheat, "Four Spelling Rules," Elementary 
School Journal, XXXII (May, 1932), 697-706.
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form." The conclusion was reached that even "best rules"
are of little assistance in reducing spelling errors.
1 2  3Language arts specialists McKee, Dolch, Gates,
Hildreth,^ Fitzgerald,^ Betts,^ and Horn^ studied the prob­
lem of spelling rules through research and experimentation 
during the period 1940-1950, Three conclusions were common 
to all of the investigations: (1) most generalizations have
limited usefulness because of their exceptions, (2) children 
tend to make their own generalizations, and (3) spelling 
rules function most effectively when they are taught induc­
tively, that is, when they are formulated by students after, 
and as a result of, the sequential sound-to-letter experiences 
associated with "hear-say-spell" presentations,
^Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939), pp. 373-374,
2Edward William Dolch, Better Spelling (Champaign,
111.: The Gerard Press, 1942), pp, 192-235, passim.
3Arthur lo Gates, "Reading in Relation to Spelling," 
Teachers Service Bulletin, VI (October, 1944), 1-4.
^Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling in the Modern School 
Program," Twentieth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary 
School Principals (Washington, D.C.: Department of Elemen-
tary School Principals, National Education Association,
July, 1941), pp. 477-482.
^James A, Fitzgerald, "Children's Experiences in 
Spelling," in Virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, editors, 
Children and the Language Arts (Englewood Cliffs, N,J.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955 ), p. 261.
^Emmett A, Betts, "What About Spelling," Education, 
LXXVI (January, 1956), 320.
7Ernest Horn, "Phonetics and Spelling," Elementary 
School Journal, LVII (May, 1957), 425.
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In 1950, Horn reiterated his stand on the benefits 
of teaching phonetic generalizations. He listed the follow­
ing seven points which in his estimation were deterrents to 
the efficiency of the procedure:
1, Over one-third of the words in A Pronouncing 
Dictionary of American English have more than one 
acceptable pronunciation due to regional and cultural 
differences.
2, Many different spellings can be given most 
sounds and even the most common spellings have 
numerous exceptions,
3, A majority of words contain silent letters, 
and about a sixth are spelled with double letters 
even though only one of the letters may be pronounced.
4, Responses become uncertain when more than one 
reasonable choice is available, such as "bizzy" for 
busy.
5, Unstressed syllables characterized by the schwa 
or short are very hard to spell by sound,
6, Any spelling rule, phonetic or orthographical, 
can be used incorrectly as well as correctly,
7, Some spelling elements are fairly consistent, 
such as word positions and the adding of prefixes and 
suffixes. More adequate evidence is needed to realize 
the value of relating sounds to symbols, but it appears 
that such value should be utilized as an aid to spelling 
rather than as a substitute for the direct study of 
these words.1
Later in the same article Horn stated:
The only rules that should be taught are those that 
apply to a large number of words and have few excep­
tions, The following rules meet these requirements:
(a) the rules for adding suffixes (changing ^  to î, 
dropping final silent e, doubling the final consonant);
^Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, 3rd edition, C, W, Harris, Editor (New York: Mac-
millan Company, 1960), p, 1345,
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(b) the letter £ is followed by u in common English 
words; (c) English words do not end in v; and (d) 
proper nouns and most adjectives formed from proper 
nouns should begin with capital letters.^
2Sister Evangelist Marie carried out an a posteriori 
study of the value of spelling by rule or no rules. She 
used three procedures: (1) the Inductive Method presented
relevant words and developed the rule from them, (2) the 
Deductive Plan stated the principle and illustrated it by 
specific words, and (3) the Thought Procedure associated the 
words with their meaning and figured out the letters without 
the use of rules. Obtained results revealed that the Thought 
Method operated most successfully for all grade levels; and 
that the Inductive Method was the least successful of the 
three procedures.
Hoping to discover whether some order could be
3effected in the rules controversy, Yee, in 1955, examined 
a large number of the published reports. He concluded from 
his critical survey that the controversy between spelling 
rules or no spelling rules was a false dichotomy. In summary, 
Yee stated:
^Ibid., p. 1345.
2Sister Evangelist Marie, "A Study of Teaching Rules 
in Spelling," Elementary English,'XXX (October, 1953), 502-504,
3Albert H. Yee, "The Generalization Controversy on 
Spelling Instruction," Elementary English, XLIII (February, 
1955), 154-151.
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The question of spelling generalization is 
maturing into one of degree and points to the need 
to fully investigate classroom applications before 
curriculum materials and methods are recommended 
for widespread use.
The value of teaching spelling rules has been ques­
tioned for several decades, and investigators still disagree 
on whether or not to teach generalizations and, if so, which 
ones. To date, there is no definite consensus related to 
the contributions of spelling rules to spelling achievement.
The Linguistics Approach to Spelling .
Several studies have been concerned with the linguis­
tic approach to spelling instruction. Reports from the 
Stanford Spelling Project reflect the general pattern of 
these investigations.
2 3Hanna and Moore reported on the latter's study of
the three thousand words most frequently used in children's 
writings in an effort to determine just how "phonetic" is 
American English orthography and the extent to which gener­
alizations about sound-to-letter correspondences are useful. 
The investigators examined the three thousand words, paring 
each spoken sound with its written letter or combination of
^Ibid., p. 161,
2Paul R, Hanna and James T. Moore, Jr., "Spelling—  
from Spoken Word to Written Symbol," Elementary School 
Journal, LII (February, 1953), 329-337.
3James T. Moore, Jr., "Phonetic Elements Appearing 
in A Three Thousand Word Spelling Vocabulary (unpublished 
Ed.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1951).
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letters. That spelling which most frequently was used to 
represent each irreducible, meaningful speech sound was 
called the regular spelling; less frequently used spellings 
were called the irregular spellings. The pronunciation 
indicated in the Thorndike Century Senior Dictionary, 1941 
edition, was used as the authority for the speech sounds.
They stated that approximately eighty per cent of the phonemes 
analyzed were represented by a regular spelling. They con­
cluded that American English orthography is quite "phonetic" 
and that generalizations about phoneme-letter correspondences 
are rather useful.^
To clarify the issue of the consistency with which
American English phonemes are spelled, an intensive study
/
was launched in 1962 at Stanford University of the relation­
ship between phonemes and graphemes in a list of 17,310 words. 
This structural study of American English words was not con­
cerned with the development of spelling rules or generaliza­
tions. Paul R. Hanna, with the participation of Richard E,
Hodges, University of Chicago, and E. Hugh Rudorf, University 
2of Delaware conducted the study.
The research team examined as large a sample of 
American English words as was definitive and practical. 
Accordingly, the following procedures were used:
^Hanna and Moore, op. cit., pp. 329-337.
2Richard E. Hodges and E. Hugh Rudorf, "Searching 
Linguistics for Cues for the Teaching of Spelling," Elemen­
tary English, XLII (May, 1965), 528-529.
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1. The first twenty thousand words from the 
Thorndike-Lorqe Teachers Word Book of 30,000 Words 
were used.
2. Proper names, contracted word forms, hyphenated 
words, abbreviations, archaic and poetic words, foreign 
words, trade names, slang and dialectal words, and 
words listed as "rare" in standard dictionaries, were 
eliminated.
3. Supplementation to the basic word list was made 
by selecting 2,025 words from Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary which included words that had entered the 
lexicon in recent years.^
The list of 17,310 words permitted the research team 
to analyze phoneme-grapheme correspondences at the following 
two levels: (1) sound-to-letter correspondences whenever
they occur in words, and (2) sound-to-letter correspondences 
as they occur in position in stressed and unstressed syllables.
In order to maintain a consistent sound system through­
out the analysis, a pronunciation system was employed that 
included thirty consonant phonemes and twenty-two vowel 
phonemes. Additional sounds included in the pronunciation 
system were those vowel sounds heard before £  in words and 
before certain diphthongs. The results of the several anal­
yses carried out by the investigators showed that large num­
bers of consistent phoneme-grapheme correspondences occur at





After the completion of the Stanford Spelling Project, 
Hodges wrote:
These findings indicate that a mastery of American- 
English spelling might be made easier by capitalizing 
on consistent sound-to-spelling correspondences and on 
the "rules" for making correct associations between 
phonemes and graphemes.^
Hanna and Hanna found that the Spelling Project:
. . . generated statistical evidence which gave them 
priority ranking in predicting the spelling of phonemes 
at a level of about eight-four per cent accuracy; and 
when environmental factors are added to those of phoneme 
position and stress, the accuracy increases by several 
percentage points to 89.5 per cent.^
In an article which discussed the psychological basis 
of spelling, Hodges concluded:
Available evidence from linguistic studies of the 
orthography, from neurophysiological research, and 
from psychological investigations, suggests a rather 
drastic revision of current instructional practices 
in the teaching of spelling. . . .  it becomes clear 
that aural-oral abilities have the highest priority 
in the spelling process.3
English spelling traditionally was assumed to be so 
inconsistent that every word to be learned posed a separate 
learning task. The Stanford Spelling Project was instru­
mental in promoting the knowledge that there is a high degree
Richard E. Hodges, "The Case for Teaching Sound-to 
Letter Correspondences in Spelling," A Report on the Stanford 
Spelling Project, Elementary School Journal, LXVI (March, 
1966), 335.
2Hanna and Hanna, op. cit., p. 754.
3Richard E. Hodges, "The Psychological Bases of 
Spelling," Elementary English, XLII (October, 1965), 633-634.
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of regularity in the relationship between phoneme-grapheme 
representation in spelling.
Utility of Phonic Generalizations
Only a few of the studies that were reported in the 
literature wholly pertained to the utility of phonic general­
izations in spelling programs. Using spelling words that 
were one year in advance of their respective grade levels, 
Carroll^ conducted an experimental study on the comparative 
ability of bright and dull children to generalize in spell­
ing. He concluded from his obtained results that bright 
children generalize phonetically more than dull children.
The study also revealed that dull children make nine times 
as many errors as bright children through substituting irrel­
evant or illogical spellings for the correct spelling. These 
irrelevant spellings, in Carroll's judgment, show a lack of 
ability to generalize. On the other hand, bright children 
make minor errors in doubling a letter, or in omitting the 
second letter of a double, because of their excellent phonetic 
transfer. Among Carroll's chief conclusions, this one is 
significant to the present study: "Generalizing ability
should be cultivated in pupils in the highest degree possi­
ble."^
^Herbert A. Carroll, "Generalization of Bright and 
Dull Children: A Comparative Study with Special Reference




Aaron's^ assessment of teacher and prospective 
teacher knowledge of phonic generalizations contributed much 
information to the problem of phonic generalizations in spell­
ing instruction. The primary purposes of this study were:
(1) to assess teacher and prospective teacher knowledge of 
phonic generalizations, and (2) to determine the relation 
between knowledge of phonics principles and amount of teach­
ing experience and present teaching grade level or preference= 
Subjects used in the study were prospective teachers, cur­
rently employed teachers, and a few principals. A five- 
option, sixty-item, multiple-choice test was constructed to 
measure knowledge of eight phonic generalizations usually 
taught at second and third grade reading difficulty levels.
Two of the findings that are significant to the present 
interest in phonic generalizations are:
1. Teachers, prospective teachers and principals 
need further information on how to teach phonics 
generalizations, as evidenced by the subjects used in 
the study.
2. Primary teachers do not score better on a test 
of phonic generalizations than do upper grade teachers , 
even though primary teachers are frequently the ones 
who have the main task of teaching these skills to 
children.2
I. E. Aaron, "What Teachers and Prospective Teachers 
Know About Phonics Generalizations," Journal of Educational 
Research, L I U  (May, 1960), 326.
^Ibid., p. 330.
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1 2 3Heilman, Jameson, and Lee urged the utilization
of phonic generalizations even though some confusion and dif­
ficulty occasionally are experienced. They further suggested 
that such inconvenience be avoided by also teaching the ex­
ceptions to the phonic generalizations.
Wiest^ explored the problem of spelling generaliza­
tions in 1956. The major problem of her study was to deter­
mine whether spelling generalizations are more effective in 
promoting spelling achievement than are the conventional 
"drill" methods. Her subjects were 2,858 children enrolled 
in grades two through six in the public schools of Austin, 
Texas, and 105 student teachers. Two generalizations for 
each grade and the following three groups of test words were 
selected: (1) words which directly applied to one general­
ization for a particular grade level, (2) words which nearly 
applied to a generalization, but could not be correctly 
spelled only with the use of the generalization, and (3) words
Arthur W. Heilman, Phonics in Proper Perspective 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1954),
p .  19.
2Marshall C. Jameson and William Vernon Hicks, 
Elementary School Curriculum (New York: American Book Com-
pany, 1950), p. 292.
3J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and 
His Curriculum (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1950), p. 347.
4Ethel Edna Wiest, "Phonetic Generalization in 
Spelling" (unpublished Master of Arts thesis. University of 
Texas, 1955), p. 17.
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which had no relationship to any generalization taught at a 
particular grade level. Wiest concluded that the time spent 
in instruction of specific phonetic generalizations did not 
produce spelling ability greater than if instruction had not 
occurred at all, and that such instruction did not appear to 
be worthwhile.
Personke^ recently conducted two studies using Scot­
tish and American subjects. The first of these two studies 
was carried out with children of ages seven, eleven, and 
fourteen years. He found that at each age level the Scottish 
samples made more use of phonic generalizations in their 
attempts to spell unfamiliar words than did American samples, 
Personke concluded that his findings were indicative of the 
usefulness of phonic generalizations as a means of attack on 
unfamiliar words.
Hypothesizing that phonic generalizations are more
2helpful to slower children than to quicker ones, Personke 
organized a second investigation to test his hypothesis. The 
national samples at age fourteen, the highest maturational 
level of the first study, were stratified according to scores 
on the spelling tests. The same tests of phonetic rendition
^Carl Personke, "Spelling Achievement of Scottish 
and American Children," Elementary School Journal, LXVI 
(March, 1966), 337-343.
2Carl Personke, "Effect of Systematic Instruction 
on Ability to Generalize in Spelling," Elementary School 
Journal, LXVIII (November, 1967), 71-73.
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that were used in the first study were again used with each 
stratified sample in the second study. Other procedures and 
criteria that were employed in the 1955 study were replicated, 
From his obtained results, Personke drew the following con­
clusions :
1. The Scottish children spelled better than the 
American children.
2. Differences in spelling ability were greatest 
among the poorer spellers, and in each case, differences 
favored the Scottish children.
3. Children in the higher intelligence quotient 
ranges tended to make phonetic generalizations with or 
without direct instruction.^
2Clymer investigated the utility of phonic generali­
zations in a composite word list taken from selected basal 
reading series and Gates Reading Vocabulary for Primary 
Grades. Concerning children's ability to apply phonic gen­
eralizations, Clymer warned:
1. Many generalizations which are commonly taught 
are of limited value.
2. Children should be made aware of the many excep­
tions to most of the generalizations that are taught 
them.
3. On the basis of study, current "extrinsic" 
phonic programs which present large numbers of gen­
eralizations are open to question.^
The present investigation utilized the following con-- 
tributions from the Clymer study:
^Ibid., p. 75.
^Clymer, op. cit., 252-258.
^Ibid., pp. 255-258.
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1. The forty-five phonic generalizations which are 
recorded in Appendix A of this study.
2. The criteria for degree of application of each 
generalization.1
2 3Bailey, in 1965, replicated Clymer's study with a
composite list of 5,773 words taken from basal reading mate­
rials for grades one through six. Her major recommendations 
which have important implications to this investigation are 
as follows:
1. Careful and critical consideration should be 
given to the teaching of phonic generalizations.
2. Vocabulary derived from curriculum areas other 
than reading should be utilized in research relative 
to the utility of phonic generalizations.
3. The obtained per cent of utility for each 
generalization as it is listed in tabular form.
Emans^ tested phonic generalizations against a word 
list of 1,944 words beyond the primary level. Using Clymer's^ 
procedures and restatements of the forty-five generalizations, 
Emans determined the utility of each generalization,
^Ibid., pp. 254-255.
2Mildred Hart Bailey, "An Analytical Study of the 
Utility of Selected Phonic Generalizations for Children in 
Grades One through Six," (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation. 
University of Mississippi, 1965), p. 35.
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
'^Bailey, op. cit., p. 89.
^Robert Emans, "The Usefulness of Phonic Generaliza­
tions Above the Primary Grades," The Reading Teacher, XX 
(February, 1967), 419-425.
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
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Important differences between the results of the two studies 
were reported as follows:
1, Five generalizations which were found by Clymer 
to be useful for words on the primary level were not 
found to be useful for words beyond the primary level.
2. Three generalizations met the criteria on words 
beyond the primary level in Clymer's study, but they 
failed to meet the criteria for words on the primary 
level.1
2Burmeister compared seven studies which scientifi­
cally investigated the value of phonic generalizations, 
structural analysis, and accent generalizations in teaching 
materials in the field of reading. She concluded that the 
utility level of several of the generalizations would increase 
if: (1) vowels were looked at as either single vowels or
double vowels, and (2) the level of difficulty of words in 
general was disregarded in the utility level for a generali­
zation.
Summary
During the first thirty years of the present century, 
writers almost universally agreed that each spelling word 
represented a separate learning problem for children. Begin­
ning in 1930, investigators suggested that generalizing in 
spelling facilitated transfer of training from taught to 
untaught words. The period between 1940-1950 showed a
^Emans, op. cit., p. 424.
2Lou E. Burmeister, "Usefulness of Phonic Generaliza­
tions, The Reading Teacher, XXI (January, 1968), 349-355.
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continuing interest in the usefulness of spelling rules. By 
1950, significant and informative experimental research was 
in progress on the phonetic quality of English spelling.
The linguistic approach to spelling gained wide recognition 
and found its way into many modern spelling programs for the 
elementary school. Recent studies of the utility or applica­




1 2This research extended the Clymer and Bailey studies 
of the utility of forty-five phonic generalizations in read­
ing programs to spelling programs. The list of generaliza-
3tions and procedures developed by Clymer were utilized in 
this study.
Selection of Spelling Programs 
The first step in conducting the study was the selec­
tion of spelling programs for analysis. Textbooks in Print  ̂
was checked to ascertain elementary school spelling series 
currently in print in the United States. This publication 
listed a total of thirty-five different spelling series for 
elementary schools that were free of any special group inter­
est emphasis. The following criteria were established for 
selecting series for analysis:
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
^Bailey, op. cit., pp. 413-418.
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.




1. The spelling program is described by the author 
and the publisher as a phonetic approach to spelling 
instruction.
2. The series was written or revised and published 
during or since 1964.
3. The series provides separate textbooks for grades 
two through six.
4. At least seven of the phonic generalizations 
evaluated by Theodore Clymer^ are presented in depth in 
the spelling textbooks for grades two through six in the 
series.
5. Two series are representative of each of the 
following approaches to spelling instruction: (a) spell­
ing programs employing a phonic/linguistic approach to 
spelling with phonic generalizations listed in the text­
books, thus giving limited support to learning to spell 
by the deductive method; (b) programs organized on the 
basis of a linguistic approach to spelling instruction, 
with phonic generalizations taught wholly by the induc­
tive or discovery method; and (c) programs showing ver­
satility in their organization and employing a variety
of approaches to spelling instruction,
6. The publisher must grant permission for the 
series to be analyzed as part of this study.
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
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Fourteen of the publishers whose spelling programs 
were listed in Textbooks in Print  ̂were contacted for addi­
tional printed information on their spelling series. These 
fourteen publishers were chosen because their programs seemed 
to satisfy the established standards for selecting spelling 
series. Upon receipt of the requested information, a thorough 
evaluation was made of the main features of each spelling 
program. The following six series were selected for analysis 
because they met all the listed criteria:
Silver Burdett Company, Inc., Series
Herman Benthus, and others. Spell Correctly, Grades 
2-6 (Morristown, N.J.: Silver Burdett Company, 1968),
Follett Publishing Company Series
Morton Botel, and others. Spelling and Writing 
Patterns, Books B-F (Chicago: Follett Publishing
Company, 1968).
J. B. Lippincott Company Series
Theodore E. Glim and Frank S. Manchester, Basic Keys 
to Spelling, Books 2-6 (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1967).
The L. W. Singer Company, Inc., Series
Gertrude Hildreth, and others, Spellinqtime, Levels 
B-F (New York: The L. W. Singer Company/A Division
of Random House, Inc., 1964).
Ginn and Company Series
Edna M. Horrocks, Edith M. Evans, and Ralph C, Staiger, 
Spelling, Books 2-6 (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1965).
"Textbooks in Print, op. cit.
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The Economy Company Series
Charles Mason and Jess S. Hudson, A Phonetic Approach 
to Spelling Growth, Grades 2-6 (Oklahoma City: The
Economy Company, 1967).
Selection of the Generalizations 
Permission was obtained from Theodore Clymer^ to 
utilize the generalizations, procedure, and criteria of util­
ity employed by him in his recent study of the utility of 
phonic generalisations in primary reading series. The list 
of generalizations is recorded in Appendix A. Clymer gave 
the following explanation of the generalizations:
These generalizations consist of four types which 
deal with vowels, consonants, endings, and syllabica­
tion. Arbitrary decisions were made in assigning some 
of the generalizations to one or another of the four 
types since certain statements may be classified under 
two or more headings.
A statement was considered a separate generaliza­
tion if its phrasing excluded or included different sets 
of words than did another statement. For example, the 
generalization, "When there are two vowels side by side, 
the long sound of the first is heard and the second one 
is usually silent" and "When ea come together in a word, 
the first letter is long and the second is silent" were 
counted as two separate statements, although the second 
statement is a special application of the first.^
Compilation of the Composite Vocabulary 
A composite vocabulary was compiled from the teacher 
editions of the textbooks for grades two through six, using 
all word lists identified as basic, supplementary, extension,
^Clymer, op. cit.. Chapter I, p. 6.
2Clymer, op. cit., p. 253.
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power program, and subject words. The composite word list 
was controlled by restrictions stated herewith:
1. Each word was entered in the composite word list 
only once, even though it appeared in more than one 
series of spellers.
2. The following types of words were eliminated 
from the composite list: abbreviations, contracted forms,
place names, names of persons, proper adjectives and 
words written with the apostrophe and s_. Names of holi­
days, days of the week, and months of the year were 
retained. Also retained were foreign words that were 
common to English usage, for example, "senbr."
3. Derivations were included under the following 
four conditions: (a) when they were uncommon; (b) when 
they changed the pronunciation of the base form of the 
word; (c) when they added a syllable to the base word; 
and (d) when only the derived form was listed.
4. Single-letter words found in the spelling lists 
were included, for example, "a."
A composite word list of 5,431 words was compiled from the 
six different series of spellers.
Recording of Word Pronunciations
Because certain changes were made in the phonetic 
system in 1963, and because the present study extended the 
per cent of utility of forty-five phonic generalizations to
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include selected spelling programs as well as basal reading 
programs, Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary,̂  1961 edition, 
was chosen as the dictionary of authority for the study. The 
phonetic respelling, accentuation and syllabic division of 
each word in the composite word list were determined and 
recorded. The dictionary of authority gave two pronunciations 
for many words. However, consistency of pronunciation, accen­
tuation and syllabication was established and maintained by 
recording only the first listed pronunciation of each word.
Determination of Applicability of the 
Phonic Generalizations
The applicability of each of the forty-five phonic 
generalizations to the composite vocabulary was determined.
An analysis of every word in the composite word list was made 
relative to each generalization. All words appropriate for 
testing the applicability of a generalization were recorded 
in alphabetical order under the statement of that generaliza­
tion. Forty-five different lists of words, one for each 
phonic generalization, were compiled.
2Using the dictionary of authority for the investiga­
tion, all words on each of the forty-five separate lists were 
checked for pronunciation, accentuation and syllabic division. 
For the purposes of this study, the letters _a, £, o, and u
^Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, op. cit.
^Ibid.
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were considered vowels. In addition, w and ^ were considered 
vowels under the following conditions outlined by Heilman:
1. W functioned as a vowel
a) When it was part of a vowel digraph
2. Y functioned as a vowel
a) When it concluded a word which had no other 
vowel, for example, by.
b) When it concluded words of more than one 
syllable, for example, happy.
c) When it followed another vowel, for 
example, may.
d) When there was no other vowel in the word 
or syllable, for example, gym.̂
The remaining nineteen letters of the alphabet were considered
consonants.
The applicability of each generalization was deter­
mined through the use of the appropriate list with the pro­
nunciation, accentuation and syllabic-division for each word 
recorded. Each word was then identified as either a confor­
mation of or exception to the generalization. A per cent of 
applicability was computed for each generalization by dividing 
the number of applicable words or incidents by the total num­
ber of words or incidents investigated for the generalization.
Criteria for Degree of Applicability 
After the per cent of applicability was computed for 
each generalization, the following two criteria developed by
^Heilman, op. cit., pp. 72-73.
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Clymer were applied relevant to "what constituted a 'reason­
able' degree of utility:
1. The first criterion was that the composite word 
list must contain a minimum of twenty words to which 
the generalization might apply. Generalizations with 
lower frequencies of application do not seem to merit 
instructional time.
2. The second criterion was a per cent of utility 
of at least seventy-five. To state the matter another 
way, if the pupil applied the generalization to twenty 
words, it should aid him in getting the correct pro­
nunciation in fifteen of the twenty words.^
Determination of the Generalizations 
Taught in Each Series
The determination of which of the forty-five phonic 
generalizations were taught in each book of each series of 
spellers was part of the study. In order to collect this 
information, a study was made of the "Word Analysis Charts" 
and the context of each of the thirty textbooks. All gen­
eralizations were recorded whether they were stated for 
deductive learning or implied for inductive learning. Grade 
levels of introduction and maintenance and the number of 
series and textbooks in which they were presented were 
recorded. Chapter III reports these findings.
Comparison of the Applicability of Phonic General­
izations to Spelling and Reading Programs
A comparison of the applicability of the phonic gen­
eralizations to spelling and reading programs was the last
^Clymer, op. cit., p. 255.
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part of the study. Only those generalizations that met the 
"criteria of usefulness"^ in both spelling and reading pro­




This research was concerned with the applicability 
of forty-five phonic generalizations to the composite vocab­
ulary of six spelling series, the introduction and maintenance 
of the generalizations in each of the series, and the rela­
tive applicability of the generalizations to spelling and 
reading vocabularies. Findings related to each of the three 
concerns are reported in this chapter.
Applicability of Generalizations to 
Spelling Programs
Related generalizations are grouped, and the percent­
ages of applicability of the generalizations in a group are 
reported in a single table. When related generalizations 
were grouped, ordinal number was obviated but numerals pre­
ceding the generalizations as they are listed in Appendixes 
A, C, and D of this study are identical with the number order
of the generalizations as they are listed in the Clymer^ and 
2Bailey studies.
^Clymer, op^ cit., pp. 252-258, 
^Bailey, op. cit., pp. 413-418,
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Generalizations Related to Short Vowels
Three phonic generalizations related to short vowels. 
Table 1 presents the results of the investigation of applica­
bility for the three generalizations.
Generalization Two.— Applicable words for this gen­
eralization were separated into three subgroups according to 
specific application: (1) a vowel as the middle letter in a
word, (2) a vowel as one of the middle two letters in a word 
of four letters, and (3) a vowel within a word of more than 
four letters. A total of three hundred twenty-five applicable 
words occurred for the first case. Of this number, two hun­
dred forty words were conformations of the specific applica­
tion and eighty-five were exceptions to it. The per cent of 
applicability was seventy-four. There were three hundred 
seventy-nine applicable words for the second case. Two hun­
dred forty-two of these words were conformations of the 
specific application and one hundred thirty-seven were excep­
tions. Sixty-four was the per cent of applicability. For 
the last case, there were two hundred thirty-eight applicable 
words. One hundred forty words conformed to the specific 
application and ninety-four were exceptions to it. The per 
cent of applicability was sixty-one. Composite tabulations 
for this generalization were as follows: nine hundred forty-
two applicable words, six hundred twenty-six conformations, 
three hundred sixteen exceptions, and a per cent of applica­
bility of sixty-six.
TABLE 1
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO SHORT VOWELS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
2. When a vowel is in the 
middle of a one—syllable 
word, the vowel is short. 942 626 316 58
middle letter (325) (240) (chest)^ (85)(wrong) (74)^
one of the middle two 
letters in a word of 
four letters (379) (242)(silk) (137)(dart) (36)
One vowel within a word 
of more than four 
letters (238) (144)(latch) ( 94 ) (burst) (65)
43. When a word has only one 
vowel letter, the vowel 
sound is likely to be 
short. 840 560(black) 280(child) 67
44. When there is one ê in a 
word that ends in a con­
sonant, the _e usually has 
a short sound. 120 109(zest) 11(germ) 91
Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions. 
^Figures in parentheses indicate specific applications of the generalization,
LP
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Generalization Forty-three.— Two types of exceptions 
occurred for Generalization Forty-three: (1) words in which
the vowel was given a sound other than the short sound of 
that vowel, for example, burth for bi^rth; and (2) words in 
which the short sound of a different vowel was given, for 
example, swomp for sw^mp. A total of eight hundred forty 
applicable words contained five hundred sixty conformations 
of and two hundred exceptions to Generalization Forty-three. 
The per cent of applicability was sixty-seven.
Generalization Forty-four.— One hundred nine confor­
mations of this generalization occurred among the one hundred 
twenty words analyzed for its applicability. Eleven words 
were exceptions. The per cent of applicability was ninety- 
one .
Generalizations Related to Long Vowels
Eight of the forty-five recommended generalizations 
directed attention to the spelling of words that contained 
long vowels. The findings of the investigation of their 
applicability are shown in Table 2.
Generalization One.— Because several of the applicable 
words for this generalization contained more than one inci­
dent of two vowels together, for example, coaxial and dic­
tionaries , the number of incidents of occurrence of adjacent 
vowels was tabulated for conformation of or exception to the 
generalization. Further examination of the applicable words
TABLE 2
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO LONG VOWELS





Exceptions g j n t y
4.
When there are two vowels
side by side, the long
sound of the first one is
heard and the second is
usually silent, 1893
If the only vowel letter
is at the end of a word,
the letter usually stands
for a long sound. 26
When there are two vowels,
one of which is final _e,
the first vowel is long











8. Words having double e_ 
usually have the long e_ 
sound.
9. When a word ends with 
silent e_, the preceding 










Generalization Number of Exceptions
Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
10. In ay the ^  is silent 
and gives _a its long 
sound. 60 50(display) 10(kayak) 83
17. When ^  is used as a 
vowel in words, it 
sometimes has the 
sound of long _i. 570 55(cycle) 515(gym) 10
37. In many two— and three- 
syllable words, the 
final ê lengthens the 
vowel in the last 
syllable. 437 212(unite) 225(medicine) 49
^Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions.
en
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revealed that fifty-seven of them contained three vowels 
together, for example, quail and advantageous. Three words 
courageous, courteous, and outrageous, contained both two and 
three vowels together in each word. Two words, buoyancy and 
Halloween, were classified as words having one incident each 
of four adjacent vowels. No words were found which possessed 
more than four vowels together. Since the present generali­
zation did not cover incidents of the occurrence of more than 
two vowels together, all words that had three or more adjacent 
vowels were eliminated from the tabulation of conformations 
and exceptions for Generalization One. Incidents of two 
vowels together in words occurred 1893 times. When these 
1893 incidents were analyzed for pronunciation, there were 
six hundred twelve conformations of and 1281 exceptions to 
the generalization. A per cent of applicability of thirty- 
two was obtained.
Generalization Three.— Each applicable word for this 
generalization contained just three letters. Of the twenty- 
six words that were listed, twenty were conformations of the 
generalization, and six were exceptions. Seventy-seven was 
the per cent of applicability.
Generalization Four.— The composite word list con­
tained a total of four hundred eighteen one-syllable words 
with two vowels, one of which was a final e. All of these 
words were analyzed for the investigation of Generalization 
Four. Two hundred sixty-three of them conformed to the
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generalization, and one hundred fifty-five were exceptions 
to it. The per cent of applicability was sixty-three.
Generalization Eight.— One hundred forty applicable 
words occurred for this generalization, but in each of the 
two words levee and matinee, double _e was not pronounced as 
long e» In eighteen additional words double e_ appeared 
before r_; consequently, its sound was changed and modified. 
There were one hundred twenty conformations of the generali­
zation and eighteen exceptions to it. Per cent of applica­
bility was eighty-six.
Generalization Nine.— Single-and poly-syllabic words 
with silent e_ as their last letter occurred five hundred 
sixty-four times in the composite vocabulary of 5,431 words. 
Words that ended in consonant-le created a minor problem 
relative to their consideration as applicable words, but the 
dictionary of authority for the study confirmed the silent e 
status of final £  in words such as amble, ample, and cradle. 
Three hundred twenty-nine conformations of the generalization, 
and two hundred thirty-five exceptions to it were recorded.
Per cent of applicability was fifty-eight.
Generalization Ten.— In one word, kayak, the a^ was 
pronounced as long _i. It was further noted that in the 
spellings for the days of the week was pronounced with 
short Among the sixty applicable words for this generali­
zation were fifty conformations and ten exceptions to the
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generalization. A per cent of applicability of eighty-three 
was derived.
Generalization Seventeen.— A total of five hundred 
seventy applicable words was recorded for analysis. With the 
exception of forty-one additional words which were not appli­
cable for investigation of Generalization Sixteen, the same 
list of words was analyzed for the investigation of both 
Generalization Sixteen and Generalization Seventeen. There 
were obtained fifty-five conformations, five hundred fifteen 
exceptions, and a per cent of applicability of ten for this 
generalization.
Generalization Thirty-seven.— Four hundred thirty- 
seven two- and three-syllable words were analyzed for the 
applicability of this generalization. Two hundred twelve 
words were conformations of the generalization, and two hun­
dred twenty-five were exceptions to it. The per cent of 
applicability was forty-nine.
Thirty-two words of more than three syllables each 
were excluded from the tabulation of conformations and excep­
tions for the generalization. Analysis of the thirty-two 
words produced thirty four-syllable and two five-syllable 
words that ended in final £. There were eleven conformations 
and nineteen exceptions to the generalization among the four- 
syllable words; both of the five-syllable words were excep­
tions .
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Generalizations Related to Vowel Digraphs 
and Phonograms
Table 3 reports the results of the investigation of 
generalizations that related to vowel digraphs and phono­
grams. Four generalizations comprised this group.
Generalization Six.— Four cases of specific applica­
tion occurred for Generalization Six. The first case related 
to the digraph Three words, airmail, dairymaid, and
maintain, contained two incidents each of this digraph; there­
fore, the number of incidents of occurrence was tabulated 
rather than the number of words. One hundred thirty-seven 
incidents were listed for analysis; one hundred four of the 
incidents were conformations of the case of specific applica­
tion, and thirty-six were exceptions to it. Per cent of 
applicability was seventy-four. Two hundred eight-two words 
were spelled with the digraph ea. When the words were anal­
yzed for pronunciation, there were one hundred fifty confor­
mations of the case of specific application and one hundred 
thirty-two exceptions to it. The per cent of applicability 
for this second case of specific application was fifty-three. 
The third case of specific application concerned the digraph 
oa. Fifty-five applicable words for this case of specific 
application produced fifty-two conformation of the case and 
three exceptions to it. Per cent of applicability was ninety- 
five. As the fourth case of specific application, the digraph 
ui was examined for its pronunciation in fifty-nine applicable
TABLE 3
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO 
VOWEL DIGRAPHS AND PHONOGRAMS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
6 . The first vowel is usually 
long and the second silent 
in the digraphs ai, e a , 
oa, and ui. 536 309 227 58
ai (140 ) (104) (bait)^ ( 36 ) (curtain)a (74)b
ea (282 ) (150)(steam) ( 132 ) (great) (53 )
oa (55 ) (52 ) (toast) (3 ) (abroad) (95 )
ui (59 ) (3)(nuisance) (56)(guit) (5 )
7. In the phonogram i e , the 
i is silent and the e 
has a long sound. 169 24(hygiene) 145(tries) 14
14. The two letters ow make 
the long _o sound. 107 58(arrow ) 49(plow) 54
15. W is sometimes a vowel 
and follows the vowel 
digraph rule. 159 59(marrow) 100(lawn) 37
Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions,
Figures in parentheses indicate specific applications of the generalization.
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words. Three words were conformations of the case and fifty- 
six were exceptions to it. The per cent of applicability was 
five. When the results of the investigation of applicability 
of the four cases of specific application for Generalization 
Six were totaled, there were five hundred thirty-six applica­
ble words, three hundred nine conformations of and two hun­
dred twenty-seven exceptions to the generalization. Fifty- 
eight was the composite per cent of applicability.
Generalization Seven.— Twenty-four of the one hundred 
sixty-nine applicable words for this generalization were 
conformations; one hundred forty-five were exceptions. Per 
cent of applicability was fifteen.
Generalization Fourteen.— The word pow wow showed two 
incidents of the element ow; consequently, the number of inci­
dents of occurrence of ow in words was counted rather than 
the number of words. A total of one hundred seven incidents 
was reported. When the one hundred seven incidents were exam­
ined for pronunciation of ow, fifty-eight words were confor­
mations of the generalization, and forty-nine were exceptions 
to it. Per cent of applicability was fifty-four.
Generalization Fifteen.— 0, _a, and e_ were the vowels 
that preceded w in the applicable words for Generalization 
Fifteen. However, conformations occurred for the generaliza­
tion only when o preceded w in a word. When ^  or £  preceded 
w in a word, it was an exception to the generalization. The 
total number of applicable words was one hundred fifty-nine.
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The number of words conforming to the generalization was 
fifty-nine; the number that were exceptions to it was one 
hundred. Per cent of applicability was thirty-seven.
Applicability of Generalizations Related 
to Indefinite Vowel Sounds
The vowels a and £  have indefinite sounds when they 
are followed by certain letters. Table 4 presents findings 
of the investigation of generalizations related to the indef­
inite vowel sounds.
Generalization Twelve.— According to the dictionary 
of authority for the study, the sound of _a as in was is the 
sound of short £ as in odd. Sixty-seven applicable words 
occurred for this generalization. Fifteen of them were con­
formations of the generalization, and fifty-two were excep­
tions to it. The per cent of applicability was twenty-two.
Generalization Thirteen.— Double oo has two pronuncia­
tions : like oo in stool, and like oo in good. The examples
listed by Clymer in his study indicated the sound of oo in 
stool ; accordingly, this same sound was applied in determining 
the pronunciation of the applicable words for Generalization 
Thirteen. A total of twenty-six words was analyzed. There 
were eleven words that conformed to the generalization and 
fifteen that were exceptions to it. Per cent of applicability 
was forty-two.
Generalization Eighteen.— Because one word, audio­
visual , contained two incidents of £  followed by , w, or u ,
TABLE 4
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO INDEFINITE VOWEL SOUNDS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
12. When a follows ^  in a 
word, it usually has the 
sound of a as in was. 67 15(want)^ 52(reward)^ 22
13. When e_ is followed by w., 
the vowel sound is the 
same as represented by 
oo . 26 11(flew) 15(dew) 42
18. The letter a has the 
same sound T ô )  when 
followed by 3̂, _w, and 
u. 335 116(bald) 219(final) 36
19. When _a is followed by r_ 
and final ê, we expect 
to hear the sound heard 
in care. 28 27(share) 1(are ) 96
^Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions .
ui
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the applicability of this generalization was computed upon 
the basis of the number of incidents of occurrence rather 
than the number of applicable words. One hundred sixteen 
incidents were conformations of the generalizations, and two 
hundred nineteen were exceptions to it. Per cent of applica­
bility was thirty-five.
Generalization Nineteen.— Twenty-eight applicable 
words were listed for this generalization. Twenty-seven 
words were conformations of the generalization, and one was 
an exception to it. The per cent of applicability was ninety- 
six.
Generalizations Related to Vowel 
and Consonant Sounds
Five generalizations were cited for related vowel and 
consonant sounds. Table 5 presents the results of their 
investigation of applicability to spelling programs.
Generalization Five.— A vowel preceded the consonant 
£_ in 1,507 words. Inasmuch as several applicable words showed 
more than one incident of r_ preceded by a vowel, applicability 
for this generalization was determined upon the basis of the 
number of incidents of occurrence rather than upon the basis 
of number of words. Thirteen hundred one incidents were con­
formations of the generalization, and two hundred six were 
exceptions to it. Per cent of applicability was eighty-six.
Generalization Sixteen.— Five hundred twenty-nine 
words were examined for this generalization. In four hundred
TABLE 5
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO VOWEL
AND CONSONANT SOUNDS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
5. The r gives the preceding 
vowel a sound that is 
neither long nor short. 1507 1301(orbit 206 (ferry)®' 86
16. When ^  is the final 
letter in a word, it 
usually has a vowel 
sound. 529 452(cozy) 7 7 (decay) 85
22. When _c is followed by e_ 
or i, the sound of ^  is 
likely to be heard. 273 234(cease) 39(social) 86
23. When the letter _c is 
followed by o_ or 
the sound of ]c is 
likely to be heard. 401 401(vacant) 100
24. The letter ^  often has a 
sound similar to that 
of i in jump when it 
precedes the letter i 
or e_. 188 150(age) 38(gift) 80
^Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions.
U Icn
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thirty-five of the words, ^  was pronounced as short _i, for 
example, comedy. In seventeen words 2 was pronounced as long 
_i, for example, justify. Conformations of the generalization 
were accepted only in words in which 2 alone was pronounced 
as a vowel. For example, the word deny was considered a 
conformation but the word money was an exception because of 
the £2 combination. Four hundred fifty-two words were con­
formations and seventy-seven., were exceptions. Per cent of 
applicability was eight-five.
Generalization Twenty-two.— In some words, for 
example, cycle and fancy, 2 was the vowel that followed the 
letter £. Two words, circumference and science, contained 
two incidents each of £ followed by £  or _i; therefore, appli­
cability for Generalization Twenty-two was computed upon the 
basis of number of incidents of occurrence rather than upon 
number of words. Two-hundred seventy-three incidents were 
analyzed. Two hundred thirty-four of them were conformations 
of the generalization, and thirty-nine were exceptions. Per 
cent of applicability was eighty-six.
Generalization Twenty-three.— No problems were encoun­
tered relative to the investigation of applicability of this 
generalization. The sound of k for £  was distinctive and 
easily identified when the latter was followed by £  or £. in 
a word or syllable. The number of incidents of occurrence 
of £  followed by £  or £  was tallied because several words, 
for example, comical and concave, contained two incidents each
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of £ followed by £  or _a. All four hundred one of the appli­
cable incidents were conformations of the generalization.
Per cent of applicability was one hundred.
Generalization Twenty-four.— The word Thanksgiving 
appeared in one spelling series written in both upper and 
lower case _t; as a result, it occurred twice in the list of 
applicable words for Generalization Twenty-four. One hundred 
fifty words were conformations of the generalization, thirty- 
eight were exceptions to it, and the per cent of applicability 
was eighty.
Generalizations Related to Silent Consonants
The findings of the investigation of applicability 
of phonic generalizations related to silent consonants are 
presented in Table 5. Five generalizations comprised this 
group.
Generalization Eleven.— There were fifty-nine appli­
cable words for this generalization, forty of which were 
conformations. The remaining nineteen words were exceptions 
to the generalization. The per cent of applicability was 
sixty-eight.
Generalization Twenty-five.— All sixty-four applica­
ble words for Generalization Twenty-five were also conforma­
tions of it. Per cent of applicability was one hundred.
Generalization Twenty-six.— All twenty applicable 
words for this generalization were conformations of silent
TABLE 6
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO SILENT CONSONANTS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
11. When the letter i is 
followed by the letters 
qh , the _i usually stands 
for its long sound and 
the qh is silent. 59 40(sigh 19(eight 68
25. When qht is seen in a 
word, qh is silent. 64 64(light .. . 100
26. When a word begins with 
kn, the Ic is silent. 20 20(knee) . . 100
27 . When a word begins with 
w r , the w is silent. 20 20(wreck) . . 100
28. When two of the same con­
sonants are side by side, 
only one is heard. 699 629(blizzard) 70(nodded) 90
onVO
Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions
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qh when qht was seen in a word. One hundred was the per 
cent of applicability.
Generalization Twenty-seven.— Twenty words in the 
composite word list began with and every one of them was 
a conformation of this generalization. Per cent of applica­
bility was one hundred.
Generalization Twenty-eight.— Six hundred ninety-nine 
incidents of occurrence of two of the same consonants side 
by side in a word were analyzed for investigation of the 
applicability of this generalization. Six hundred twenty-nine 
words conformed to the generalization and seventy were excep­
tions to it. The obtained per cent of applicability was 
ninety.
Generalizations Related to Consonant Digraphs 
Four generalizations related to consonant digraphs. 
Table 7 reports the results of investigation of their appli­
cability to spelling programs.
Generalization Twenty.— There were two or more dif­
ferent pronunciations for ch in the applicable words listed 
for this generalization, for example, ch pronounced k, and 
ch pronounced As the generalization only referred to
the fact that when £  and h are together they make one sound, 
all pronunciations for this element in the list of applicable 
words for Generalization Twenty were counted as conformations 
of the generalization. All words were established as confor­
mations. Per cent of applicability was one hundred.
TABLE 7







Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
20. When c and h. next to 
each other, they make 
only one sound. 169 169(torch)̂ 100
21. Ch is usually pronounced 
as it is in kitchen, 
catch, and chair, not 
like sh. 169 144(merchant) 2 5(chef) 85
29- When a word ends in c k , 
it has the same last sound 
as in look. 49 49(truck) 100
41 . When the first vowel 
element in a word is 
followed by th, ch, or sh, 
these symbols are not 
broken when the word is 
divided into syllables and 
may go with either the first 
or second syllable. 74 74(feathers) 100
^Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions.
cn
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Generalization Twenty-one.— Generalization Twenty-one 
is closely related to Generalization Twenty; in fact, the 
same list of words was analyzed relative to the applicability 
of both generalizations. Conformations for Generalization 
Twenty-one numbered one hundred forty-four; exceptions polled 
twenty-five words; a per cent of applicability of eighty-five 
occurred.
Generalization Twenty-nine.— Each of the forty-nine 
applicable words for this generalization was a conformation 
of it. Per cent of applicability was one hundred.
Generalization Forty-one.— Four words, authorship, 
dishcloth, toothache, and toothbrush, contained two incidents 
each of tti, ch, or _sh; therefore, the number of incidents of 
occurrence of these elements in the seventy-four applicable 
words was analyzed for conformation of or exception to the 
generalization. Each of the seventy-four words was a confor­
mation, Per cent of applicability was one hundred.
Generalizations Related to Syllabic Division
Four generalizations related to syllabic division.
The findings of the investigation of per cent of applicability 
for these generalizations are reported in Table 8,
Generalization Thirty-eight.— Two consonants followed 
the first vowel sound in 1,591 words in the composite word 
list. When the 1,591 words were analyzed for syllabic divi­
sion, 1,273 of them were conformations of the generalization.
TABLE 8
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO SYLLABIC DIVISION






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
38. If the first vowel sound 
in a word is followed by 
two consonants, the 
first syllable usually 
ends with the first of 
the two consonants. 1591 12 73(fattest)̂ 318(ledger 80
39. If the first vowel sound 
in a word is followed by 
a single consonant, that 
consonant usually begins 
the last syllable. 1301 642(bacon) 659(olive) 49
40. If the last syllable of 
a word ends in le, the 
consonant preceding the 
le usually begins the 
last syllable. 132 127(eagle) 5(tackle) 96
42, In a word of more than 
one syllable, the letter 
V usually goes with the 
preceding vowel to form 
a syllable. 193 132(movies) 61(favor ) 68
mw
Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions
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and three hundred eighteen were exceptions to it. Per cent 
of applicability was eighty for Generalization Thirty-eight.
Generalization Thirty-nine.— A total of 1,301 words 
was analyzed for the applicability of this generalization.
Six hundred forty-two of the words were conformations of the 
generalization, and six hundred fifty-nine were exceptions 
to it. The per cent of applicability was forty-nine.
Generalization Forty.— The last syllable in one hun­
dred thirty-two words ended in 1^. When the one hundred 
thirty-two words were analyzed for syllabic division, one 
hundred twenty-seven of them were conformations of the gen­
eralization, and five were exceptions to it. Ninety-six was 
the per cent of applicability.
Generalization Forty-two.— The letter v was joined 
with a preceding vowel in a word to form a syllable in one 
hundred thirty-two of the applicable words for this general­
ization. In sixty-one of the words, v was an exception to 
the rule. The per cent of applicability was sixty-eight.
Generalizations Related to Accented Syllables
Generalizations related to accented syllables occurred 
in the textbooks for the upper elementary grades. Table 9 
presents the findings for this group of generalizations.
Generalization Thirty.— All two-syllable words with 
accented first syllables, whether they were primary, secon­
dary, or equal accents, were listed as applicable words for
TABLE 9
APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS RELATED TO ACCENTED SYLLABLES




N u m b e r  of 9 = ^  C e n t  of
Exceptions gfiity
30. In most two—syllable 
words, the first 
syllable is accented.
31. If i n , r e , de, or
be is the first
syllable in a word, 
it is usually 
unaccented.
32. In most two—syllable 
words that end in a 
consonant followed 
by the first
syllable is accented 
and the last is 
unaccented.
33. One vowel letter in an 
accented syllable has 
its short sound.
34. When ^  or ey is seen
in the last syllable 
that is not accented, 
the long sound of e_ 
is heard.
2244 1846( q u a r t e r 398( h e l l o 82













Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
35. When ture is the final 
syllable in a word, it 
is unaccented. 23 23(venture) 100
36. When tion is the final 
syllable in a word, it 
is unaccented. 116 116(election) 100
45. When the last syllable 
is the sound r_, it is 
unaccented. 828 676(under) 152(repair) 82
CTlm
Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions.
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Generalization Thirty. A total of 2,244 words was analyzed; 
1,846 of the words were conformations of the generalization, 
three hundred ninety-eight were exceptions to it. Per cent 
of applicability was eighty-two.
Generalization Thirty-one.— Three hundred forty-seven 
applicable words occurred for this generalization. Two hun­
dred eighty-one of the words were conformations of the gen­
eralization; sixty-six words were exceptions to it. Per cent 
of applicability was eighty-one.
Generalization Thirty-two.— For investigation of the 
applicability of this generalization, one hundred ninety-nine 
words were examined for accented first syllables. One hun­
dred ninety-five of the words were conformations of the gen­
eralization, and four were exceptions to it. The per cent 
of applicability was ninety-nine.
Generalization Thirty-three.— The largest number of 
applicable words for a generalization occurred for this one.
A total of 2,791 words was listed, but the number of incidents 
of occurrence of one vowel sound in an accented syllable was 
2,943; consequently, the applicability of Generalization 
Thirty-three was computed upon the basis of the number of 
incidents of occurrence rather than upon the basis of number 
of words. Two hundred thirty-three words contained two inci­
dents each of one vowel in an accented syllable, and two 
words, differentiation and transcontinental, contained three 
incidents each of one vowel in an accented syllable. Words
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conforming to the generalization polled an overall total of 
1,693. Exceptions totaled 1,250 words. The per cent of 
applicability was sixty-eight.
Generalization Thirty-four.— Each of the four hundred 
thirty-one applicable words for this generalization was an 
exception to it. A zero per cent of applicability resulted 
for Generalization Thirty-four.
Generalization Thirty-five.— Twenty-three words were 
analyzed for investigation of applicability of this general­
ization. Each word was a conformation of the generalization. 
One hundred was the per cent of applicability.
Generalization Thirty-six.— One hundred sixteen words 
showed tion as their final and unaccented syllable. There 
were no exceptions to the generalization. Per cent of appli­
cability was one hundred.
Generalization Forty-five.— The placement of the 
sound £_ in the last syllable of a word was left unclear by 
the wording of Generalization Forty-five. After considera­
tion of the position of £  at the beginning of a syllable as 
in vi-rus, as one of the middle letters in a syllable, for 
example, u-ni-verse, and as the last letter in a syllable, 
as in the word un-fair, the decision was made to consider the 
sound £  in any position in the last syllable of a word as a 
conformation of the generalization. Of the eight hundred 
twenty-eight words analyzed for applicability of the generali­
zation, six hundred seventy-six were conformations and one
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hundred fifty-two were exceptions. Per cent of applicability 
was eighty-two.
Summary
According to Criterion One,^ at least twenty appli­
cable words were needed for the investigation of applicabil­
ity of each generalization. Using this criterion, all forty- 
five generalizations were investigated. However, applicable 
words listed for generalizations numbered 26 and 27 barely 
met the stipulation. In addition, there were fewer than 
thirty applicable words for generalizations numbered 3, 13,
19, and 35.
A per cent of applicability ranging from ninety to 
one hundred was obtained for generalizations numbered 19, 20, 
23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 35, 36, 40, 41, and 44. Predom­
inant among this group of generalizations were those that 
related to consonants.
Twelve generalizations numbered 3, 5, 8, 10, 16, 21, 
22, 24, 30, 31, 38, and 45 had percentages of applicability 
ranging from seventy-seven to eighty-six. Predominant among 
this group of generalizations were those that related to 
vowel sounds and to accented syllables.
A per cent of applicability greater than zero but less 
than seventy-five was obtained for generalizations numbered 
1, 2, 4, 6,  7, 9, 11, 12,  13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 33, 37,  39, 42,
^See Chapter II, page 39.
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and 43. These eighteen generalizations related to the pro­
nunciation of vowels in single-syllable words, digraphs, 
syllabic division, and in accented and unaccented syllables. 
Three generalizations in this group had more than twelve hun­
dred applicable words or incidents each: there were 2,943
incidents for Generalization Thirty-three, 1,301 applicable 
words for Generalization Thirty-nine, and 1,893 incidents for 
Generalization One.
Generalization Thirty-four remained irrelevant to 
the composite word list with a per cent of applicability of 
zero. No conformations of the generalization appeared among 
the four hundred thirty-one applicable words. Y and ^  were 
pronounced as short _i in four hundred twenty-five of the 
words and as long _i in the remaining six words.
Generalizations Two and Six warranted special consid­
eration as each contained cases of specific application for 
investigation of applicability. Regarding Generalization 
Two, the first of the three cases of specific application 
related to a vowel as the middle letter in a word of more 
than two letters. The second case referred to a vowel as one 
of the middle two letters in a word of four letters, and the 
third case related to one vowel within a word of more than 
four letters. The percentage of applicability for these three 
cases of specific application ranged from seventy-four for 
the first case to sixty-one for the third case. Sixty-seven was 
the overall per cent of applicability for Generalization Two,
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Four cases of specific application for Generalization 
Six related to the vowel digraphs ea, oa, and The
findings of applicability for these digraphs did not settle 
the desideratum as to whether all of them should be taught 
in spelling programs, but they did give evidence that gener­
alizing about the digraph oa is beneficial ninety-five per 
cent of the time; generalizing about aA is beneficial seventy- 
four per cent of the time. But generalizing about ea, a 
common vowel digraph in elementary school spelling lists, was 
doubtful, and generalizing about the digraph ^  appeared to 
be a total waste of time. The overall per cent of applica­
bility for Generalization Six was fifty-seven.
The applicability of twenty-six of the forty-five 
phonic generalizations was demonstrated. Of the remaining 
nineteen generalizations, the individual per cent of applica­
bility of five was less than nine percentage points under the 
seventy-five per cent criterion. The per cent of applicabil­
ity for each of fourteen generalizations was far below the 
utility mark accepted for the study.
Table 13, Appendix C, summarizes the findings of the 
investigation of each of the forty-five phonic generaliza­
tions ,
Introduction and Maintenance of Generalizations 
' in the Spelling Series'
Because of the way in which Generalizations Two and 
Six were stated, only their cases of specific application were
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analyzed relevant to introduction in the series. The two 
generalizations themselves were not included in listing the 
number of generalizations introduced in the series. The 
grade level on which a generalization was stated or implied 
for the first time in a series was selected as the grade level 
of introduction of that generalization in that series. It 
follows that some of the generalizations were counted more 
than one time as they were introduced in different series on 
different grade levels. Instead of 300 introductions (number 
of series times number of generalizations and cases of spe­
cific application), there were 282 introductions (number of 
generalizations introduced times number of series in which 
introduced) for the generalizations in the six different 
series.
New research into the nature of the spelling problem 
influenced the organization of several of the series. Signif­
icant new findings incorporated into the spelling programs 
included non-graded spelling lists in one complete series, 
multi-level word lists with words below and above grade level 
in difficulty in two series, and supplementary spelling lists 
for more able pupils in two more of the series. As a result, 
grade placement of words varied among the series and generali­
zations usually applicable to intermediate grades spelling 
lists were sometimes applicable to the word lists for the pri­
mary grades. Table 10 presents the number of generalizations 
and number of cases of specific application introduced, grade
TABLE 10
INTRODUCTION OF GENERALIZATIONS BY GRADE LEVEL AND
BY NUMBER OF SERIES
Number of Generalizations and Specific Number of Introductions Per Grade Level
Applications Introduced and Series
Generalizations SpecificApplications Grade Level Series
5 4 2 6
5 2 5
7 1 2 4




9 1 3 2
10 2 3 1
4 2 4 2
13 4 1
1 5 2




level on which they were introduced, and the number of series 
in which they were introduced.
Introduction of Generalizations 
Analysis of the pattern of introduction of the general­
izations in the series revealed that the majority of the gen­
eralizations were introduced in grade two, although relatively 
large numbers were introduced in grades three and four. 
Thirty-four generalizations and six cases of specific appli­
cation were introduced for the first time in grade two. All 
four types of generalizations were represented in this group, 
but those that related to vowel sounds were greatest in num­
ber. Twenty-five generalizations and three cases of specific 
application related to the four types of generalizations were 
introduced in grade three. Generalizations that related to 
consonants and consonant elements were in the majority for 
this group. The pronunciation of indefinite vowel sounds and 
difficult consonants was most often referred to in the seven­
teen generalizations and two cases of specific application 
that were introduced in grade four. Other generalizations 
that were introduced in this grade related to silent conso­
nants and syllabic division. One generalization that related 
to accented syllables was introduced in two series and each 
of six generalizations and one case of specific application 
related to vowel sounds, accented syllables, single conso­
nants, prefixes and suffixes were introduced in grade five in
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one series. Each of seven generalizations related to adjacent 
like consonants, the word element 1^, and some of the same 
generalizations presented in grade five were introduced in 
grade six in one series. Generalizations numbered 1, 4, 8,
9, 44, and specific applications one and two of Generalization 
Two were introduced in grade two in each of the six series.
Maintenance of Generalizations 
Maintenance of a generalization in a series refers to 
(1) its statement or implication in each of the thirty text­
books, and (2) its application to the word lists in these 
textbooks. The value of the phonic generalizations to spell­
ing programs depended upon their applicability to the spelling 
lists which comprised each series; consequently, an organiza­
tion which showed applicable words for each generalization on 
each grade level two through six afforded the widest applica­
tion possible for the generalizations. However, informal 
analysis of number of maintenance operations possible in the 
six series revealed a total of 1,350 separate maintenance 
operations (forty-five generalizations times thirty textbooks). 
Eight hundred thirty-seven operations actually occurred. 
Maintenance of at least seven of the forty-five phonic gen­
eralizations in depth in a series was important in the selec­
tion of spelling programs used in the study. Therefore, for 
the purposes of this study, a generalization was accepted to 
be maintained in depth in a series when it was first introduced
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or implied in a textbook for grade two or three and extended 
in its application to the word lists in all textbooks through 
grade six. The name of the series, grade levels, number of 
series, and number of textbooks in which each generalization 
was maintained are shown in Table 11.
None of the nine generalizations that showed percent­
ages of applicability of one hundred was maintained in all 
thirty spellers. Maintenance among this group of generaliza­
tions was as follows: one in twenty-two textbooks, a second
in twenty, and a third in nineteen. The remaining six general­
izations were maintained in three to fifteen spellers.
Five generalizations were maintained in the textbooks 
as follows: one generalization with ninety-eight per cent
applicability in two textbooks; one of two generalizations 
with ninety-six per cent applicability in ten spellers and the 
other in six spellers; one generalization with ninety-one per 
cent applicability in all thirty spellers; and one generali­
zation with ninety per cent applicability in eighteen text­
books .
Eleven generalizations with percentages of applica­
bility between eighty and eighty-eight were more frequently 
maintained in the textbooks than were those in the two pre­
vious percentage categories. From among this group, one gen­
eralization with a per cent of applicability of eight-six was 
introduced in all thirty spellers; three more generalizations 
with the same per cent of applicability in twenty-nine,
TABLE 11
MAINTENANCE OF GENERALIZATIONS IN THE
SELECTED SPELLING PROGRAMS^
Maintenance of Generalization _
in the Series by Grades Summary Per Cent
G e n e r a l i z a t i o n     N u m b e r  N u m b e r
of of
Series Texts
Series Series Series Series Series Series cability
A  B C D E F Of Of
When there are 
two vowels side by 
side, the long 
sound of the first 
one is heard and the 
second is usually
silent. 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 6  30 32
When a vowel is in 
the middle of a one- 
syllable word, the 
vowel is short.
middle letter (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) 6  30 (74)^
one of the middle 
two letters in a 
word of four
letters (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) (2-6) 6  30 (64)
One vowel within 
a word of more than





Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 
A B C D E F
Summary 
_______________ Per Cent
Number Numberof of cability
Series Texts
If the only vowel 
letter is at the 
end of a word, the 
letter usually 
stands for a long 
sound. 2,3
When there are two 
vowels, one of 
which is final ê, 
the first vowel is 
long and the e_ is 
silent. 2 — 6 2-6
2-6 2-6 2-6 14 77
'j00
2-6 2-6 2-6 2-6 30 63
The r_ gives the pre­
ceding vowel a 
sound that is neither 
long nor short. 2 — 6 3-6 2-6 2-6 2-6 2-6 29 86
TABLE 11— Continued
Maintenance of Generalization ^
in the Series by Grades Summary Per Cent
8.
Generalization , of Appli-
Series Series Series Series Series Series um er ̂ ability
A B C D E F Te:ts
The first vowel is 
usually long and 
the second silent 
in the digraphs a i , 
ea, oa, and ui.
ai (2 - 6 ) (2 - 6 ) (2,3, (2 - 6 ) (2 - 6 ) (2 - 6 ) 6 29 (74)
ea (2-5 ) (2 - 6 )
5,6)
(2 - 6 ) (2 - 6 ) (2,5,6)(2-6) 6 27 (53 )
oa (2 - 6 ) (3-6) (2 - 6 ) (2 - 6 ) (3 ) (2 - 6 ) 6 25 (95)
ui (4-6) ( . . ) (4) ( . . ) (3,4) ( . . ) 3 6 (5)
In the phonogram 
i e , the _i is 
silent and the e_ 
has a long sound. 4—6 5,6 4,5 2 - 6 3,4,6 5 15 14
Words having double 
e usually have the 
long e_ sound. 2 - 6 2 - 6 2 - 6 4—6 2 - 6 2 - 6 6 30 8 6
' O
TABLE 11— Continued
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades Summary Per Cent
G e n e r a l i z a t i o n        N u m b e r  N u m b e r
of of
Series Texts
Series Series Series Series Series Series cability
A  B  C D E F  of
CO
9. When words end with 
silent e_, the pre­
ceding ^  or is
long. 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 2—6 6  30 58
10. In ay the %  is 
silent and gives
_a its long sound. 2—6 2—6 2,3 3,5 2—6 2—6 6  25 83 o
11. When the letter _i 
is followed by the 
letters q h , the ^  
usually stands for 
its long sound and
the gh is silent. 3-6 3-6 3-6 3-6 2-5 2,3, 6  22 6 8
5.6
12. When _a follows ^  in 
a word, it usually 
has the sound ^  as




Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades Summary
Csr^t
Series Series Series Series Series Series dumber Number Appli- 
A B C D E P Text^ cability
13o When ^  is followed 
by w, the vowel 
sound is the same 
as represented by 
o o. 2-6 2-6 3-6 17 42
14. The two letters ow 
make the long o_
sound. 2—4 2—5
15. W is sometimes a 
vowel and follows 
the vowel digraph
rule. 2 — 6  2 — 6








16. When ^  is the final 
letter in a word, 
it usually has a 
vowe 1  s ound. 2-6 4,5 2-4 2-6 2-6 20 86
17. When ^  is used as 
a vowel in words, 
it sometimes has the 
sound of long 2 — 6 4,5 2,6 3 ,4,6 4 12 10
TABLE 11— Continued
Generalization
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 
A B C D E F
Summary 
________________ Per Cent
Number Numberof of cability
Series Texts
18 o The letter _a has
the same sound (©) 
when followed by
w, and ja. 2 — 6
19. When _a is followed 
by £_ and final e_, 
we expect to hear 
the sound heard in
care. 4,5
20. When ĉ and li are 
next to each other, 










21. Ch is usually pro­
nounced as it is in 
kitchen, catch, and 
chair, not like sh. 2-5
22. When _c is followed 
by e_ or _i, the sound 
of ^  is likely to
be heard. 3—6
3-5 3-6 2-5






Maintenance of Generalization „
in the Series by Grades Summary    Per Cent
G e n e r a l i z a t i o n  g ^ r l e s  S e r i e s  S e r i e s  S e r i e s  S e r i e s  S e r i e s  « " m b e r  N u m b e r
_____________________________________  ^ S e g f e s  T e : : s
23. When the letter _c 
is followed by ô or 
_a, the sound of jc 
is likely to be
heard. 2-4 2-6 2-4 5,6 . , 2-6 5 20 100
6 6
24. The letter ^  often 
has a sound similar 
to that of in 
jump when it pre­
cedes the letters
^  or e_. 4-6 3-6 2,4, 5,6 4-6 3-6 6  22 80
6
25- When qht is seen 
in a word, qh is
silent. . . 4 3 3,6 2—6 . 4 9 100
26. When a word begins
k n , the k_ is silent. 3,5 2—6 3,5 2,4, 2—6 2—6 6  22 100
5
27. When a word begins 
with w r , the w is
silent. 3,6 4 3,5 6  2—6 3—6 6  15 100
TABLE 11— Continued
Generalization
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 
A B C D E F
Summary 
___________ ___  Per Cent
Number Numberof of cability
Series Texts
28o When two of the 
same consonants 
are side by side, 
only one is heard.
29. When a word ends 
in ck, it has the 













30. In most two-
syllable words, the 
first syllable is 
accented. 4,6 82
31. If _a, in, r e , ex, 
d e , or be is the 
first syllable in 
a word, it is 
usually unaccented. 3-6 81
TABLE 11— Continued
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades Summary
Generalization
_______________________________________________________________ Per Cent
Series Series Series Series Series Series dumber Number ^ability
A B C D E F  S e r i e s  T e ^ ^ s
32» In most two-
syllable words 
that end in a con­
sonant followed by 
the first syl­
lable is accented 
and the last is 
unaccented. 3,5 0098
33» One vowel letter in 
an accented syllable 
has its short sound. 2-6 8 68
34. When ^  or ey is seen 
in the last syllable 
that is not accented, 
the long sound of ê 
is heard. 2-6 00
35. When ture is the 
final syllable in 
a word, it is 
unaccented. 3,6 3 100
TABLE 11— Continued
Generalization
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 
A B C D E F
Summary 
_______________ Per Cent
Number Numberof of cability
Series Texts
36o When tion is the 
final syllable in 
a word, it is 
unaccented• 4-6 4 — 6 100
37. In many two— and 
three syllable words, 
the final e_ lengthens 
the vowel in the
last syllable. . .
38. If the first vowel 
sound in a word is 
followed by two 
consonants, the 
first syllable 
usually ends with 





2-6 2-6 3-6 2-6 2-6 28 80
TABLE 11— Continued
Generalization
Maintenance of Generalization 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 







39= If the first vowel 
sound in a word is 
followed by a single 
consonant; that con­
sonant usually begins 
the second syllable* 3—6
40= If the last syllable 
of a word ends in le, 
the consonant pre­
ceding the le usually 
begins the last 
syllable* 4-6
41. When the first vowel 
element in a word is 
followed by th, ch, 
or sh, these symbols 
are not broken when 
the word is divided 
into syllables and 
may go with either 












Maintenance of Generalizations 
in the Series by Grades
Series Series Series Series Series Series 







42. In a word of more 
than one syllable, 
the letter y_ usu­
ally goes with the 
preceding vowel to
form a syllable. 3,5
43. When a word has 
only one vowel, 
the vowel sound 
is likely to be







44. When there is one 
e_ in a word that 
ends in a consonant, 
the e_ usually has 
a short sound. 2 — 6 2-6 2-6 2-6 2-6 2-6 30 91
TABLE 11— Continued
Maintenance of Generalizations „
i n  t h e  S e r i e s  b y  G r a d e s  S u m m a r y Per Cent
Generalization
Series Series Series 
A B C
Series Series Series dumber 
O E F  S2,ries
N u m b e r  lability"
Texts
45. When the last
syllable is the 
sound r_5 it is 
unaccented. 2 — 6  . • o . 1 5 82
^Series A— Spell Correctly, Grades 2-6, c 1968 General Learning Corporation. oo
Used by permission of Silver Burdett Company.
Series B— Spelling and Writing Patterns, Grades 2—6, c 1968 Follett Publishing 
Company. Used by permission. Although a study was made of this word list, the program 
itself does not use phonics generalizations commonly used in other programs in spelling.
A linguistic approach is used.
Series C— Basic Keys to Spelling, Grades 2—6, c 1967 J. B. Lippincott Company.
Used by permission.
Series D— Spelling, Grades 2—6, c 1965 Ginn and Company. Used by permission.
Series E— Spellingtim#, Grades 2—6, c 1964 The L. W. Singer Company/ A Division 
of Random House, Inc. Used by permission.
Series F— Spelling Growth, Grades 2-6, c 1967 The Economy Company. Used by 
permission.
^Figures in parentheses indicate specific applications of the generalization.
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twenty-four, and twenty spellers. One generalization with 
eighty-three per cent applicability was maintained in twenty- 
five textbooks; and six generalizations with percentages of 
applicability ranging from eighty to eighty-five in two to 
twenty-eight spellers. After being omitted altogether in the 
textbooks for one series, one generalization with a per cent 
of applicability of seventy-seven was maintained in fourteen 
spellers among the remaining five series. Seven generaliza­
tions with percentages of applicability between fifty and 
seventy-four were maintained in at least five to twenty spell­
ers each.
Highest maintenance in the series for ten generaliza­
tions that showed individual percentages of applicability 
less than fifty occurred as follows: one in all thirty spell­
ers, two in seventeen, one in sixteen, one in fifteen, and 
one in twelve textbooks. The remaining four generalizations 
were maintained in less than seven spellers each. Specific 
applications one and two for Generalization Two were presented 
in thirty spellers each; application three for this general­
ization was maintained in twenty spellers. Relative to spe­
cific applications for Generalization Six, the first one was 
maintained in twenty-nine textbooks, the second in twenty- 
seven, the third in twenty-five, and the fourth in six 
spellers.
In keeping with the selection criterion at least seven 
of the forty-five phonic generalizations were introduced and
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maintained in depth in each of the six series. Actual main­
tenance of the generalizations in the series was as follows: 
fifteen in Series A ; thirteen in Series B ; seven in Series C ; 
nine in Series D ; twenty-two in Series E ; and sixteen in 
Series F .
Comparison of Per Cent of Applicability of 
Generalizations to Spelling 
and Reading Programs
Since the same generalizations, procedures, and cri­
teria of degree of applicability were employed in the Clymer^
2study, the Bailey study, and this study, a suitable basis 
was established for comparison of relative percentages of 
applicability of the forty-five phonic generalizations to 
reading and to spelling programs. For the spelling programs, 
a group of twenty-six of the generalizations met or exceeded 
the criterion of degree of applicability of seventy-five per 
cent. In his investigation, Clymer found that twenty-three 
of the generalizations from this group met or exceeded the 
criterion of applicability when they were applied to a com­
posite word list drawn from primary reading programs. Bailey 
found that all twenty-six of these generalizations met or 
exceeded the criterion of applicability when they were applied 
to the composite word list compiled from primary and inter­
mediate reading programs. These twenty-six generalizations
^Clymer, op. cit., pp. 252-258.
^Bailey, op. cit., pp. 413-418,
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were the only ones that met the criterion of applicability 
to any one of the composite vocabularies. The number, state­
ment of the generalization, and the per cent of applicability 
obtained for these generalizations are reported in Table 12 
for each of the three studies.
Comparisons of Percentages of Applicability 
to the Three Programs
Eight generalizations were equal in per cent of appli­
cability to the two reading programs and the spelling pro­
grams. Another four generalizations showed a higher per cent 
of applicability to the spelling programs than to the reading 
programs. Five generalizations had higher percentages of 
applicability to the two reading than to the spelling programs. 
Results of the comparison of per cent of applicability for 
the remaining nine generalizations either favored one or the 
other reading program over the spelling programs or the spell­
ing programs over one or the other of the reading programs.
The composite word list for primary-intermediate 
readers and the one for the selected spelling programs were 
compiled from the textbooks for grades one through six and 
two through six, respectively, and contained more words than 
did the composite word list for just primary readers. Since 
the relationship between per cent of applicability and total 
number of applicable words or incidents and number of confor­
mations is a direct one for the generalizations, larger 
percentages of applicability were expected for this group of
TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF APPLICABILITY OF PHONIC GENERALIZATIONS
TO SPELLING AND READING PROGRAMS












3. If the only vowel letter is 
at the end of a word, the 
letter usually stands for a 
long sound. 74 76 7 7 b
5. The r gives the preceding 
vowel a sound that is 
neither long nor short. 78 8 6 8 6
8 . Words having double e usu­
ally have the long _e sound. 98 87 8 6
1 0 . In ay the ^  is silent and 
gives _a its long sound. 78 8 8 83
16. When ^  is the final letter 
in a word, it usually has 
a vowel sound. 84 89 8 6
19. When a is followed by r and 
final e_, we expect to hear 
















2 0 . When _c and h_ are next to each 
other, they make only one 
sound. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
2 1 . Ch is usually pronounced 
as it is in kitchen, catch, 
and chair, not like sh. 95 87 85
2 2 . When c is followed t>y e or 
the sound of _s_ is likely 
to be heard. 96 92 8 6
23. When the letter c_ is 
followed by o_ or the 
sound of k_ is likely to 
be heard. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
24. The letter ^  often has a 
sound similar to that of j_ 
in jump when it precedes the 
letters or _e. 64 78 80
25. When qht is seen in a word, 
gh is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
TABLE 12— Continued












26. When a word begins k n , the 
k is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
27. When a word begins with w r , 
the w is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
28. When two of the same conso­
nants are side by side only 
one is heard. 99 98 90
29. When a word ends in c k , it 
has the same last sound as 
in look. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
30. , In most two—syllable words, 
' the first syllable is 
accented. 85 81 82
31. If in, r e , ex, de, or be 
is the first syllable in a 
word, it is usually unaccented. 87 84 81
32. In most two—syllable words 
that end in a consonant 
followed by _y_, the first 
syllable is accented and 
the last is unaccented. 96 97 9 9 b
kOun
TABLE 12— Continued












35. When ture is the final 
syllable in a word, it is 
unaccented. 1 0 0 95 1 0 0
36. When tion is the final 
syllable in a word, it is 
unaccented. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^
38. If the first vowel sound 
in a word is followed by 
two consonants, the first 
syllable usually ends with 
the first of the two 
consonants. 72 78 80^
40. If the last syllable of a 
word ends in le, the conso­
nant preceding the le usu­
ally begins the last 
syllable o 97 93 96
en
41. When the first vowel element 
in a word is followed by th, 
c h , or sh, these symbols are 
not broken when the word is 
divided into syllables and 
may go with either the first 
or second syllable. 100 100 locr
TABLE 12——Continued
Per Cent of Applicability










44. When there is one e_ in a 
word that ends in a conso­
nant, the ê usually has a 
short sound. 76 92 91
45. When the last syllable is 
the sound _r, it is unaccented. 95 79 82
^The per cent of applicability is reported if the generalization meets
'j
the criterion for applicability to any one of the three composite vocabularies.
larger per cent of applicability was obtained for spelling programs. 
^An equal per cent of applicability was obtained for both spelling and
reading programs.
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generalizations when they were applied to larger numbers of 
words. In order to check this expectation, separate compari­
sons were made between the findings of applicability to 
spelling programs with those for primary reading programs 
and those for primary-intermediate reading programs. The 
results showed that between primary reading programs and the 
spelling programs percentages of applicability for the twenty- 
six generalizations were even for nine, higher in the primary 
reading programs for eight, and higher in the spelling pro­
grams for nine. Between the primary-intermediate reading 
programs and the spelling programs, percentages of applica­
bility for the generalizations were even for ten, higher in 
the primary-intermediate reading programs for eight, and 
higher in the spelling programs for eight. The ranges of 
percentage points of difference in the two comparisons 
extended from one to sixteen between the primary reading pro­
grams and the spelling programs and one to eight between the 
primary-intermediate reading programs and the spelling pro­
grams o
Comparison Relative to Classification 
Analysis of the twenty-six generalizations that were 
selected for comparison of percentages of applicability to 
reading and spelling programs revealed the following four 
classifications for them: (1) generalizations related to
vowel sounds as they occur in words (a) internally, (b) as
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final letter in a word, and (c) as affected by the consonant
r_; (2) sound of (a) single consonants £, k , and £, and (b)
consonant elements and speech sounds ch, ck, qht, kn, sh, th, 
and wr; (3) sound of vowels in accented and unaccented syl­
lables; and (4) syllabic division involving two consonants 
together and the word element £e. The four classifications 
are related to the three programs in the following paragraphs.
All vowel sounds were represented in spelling the 
words contained in the composite word list, and in many ways;
for example, as a single vowel, as a%, as £ the final letter
in a word, and in accented and unaccented syllables. When 
there was just one vowel in a word, position controlled its 
sound as is demonstrated by the statement of Generalizations 
Three and Forty-four. The long e_ sound for double ee showed 
a higher percentage of applicability to the vocabulary of 
reading programs than it did to the composite vocabulary for 
spelling programs. The vowel digraph av occurred in fewer 
than one hundred words in each of the three programs; however, 
2 occurred as the final letter in a word in much larger num­
bers in the three programs. As a consequence, per cent of
applicability was greater in the programs for the generaliza­
tion that related to final £  than it was for the generaliza­
tion that related to the vowel digraph ay.
Generalizations Five and Nineteen related to vowel 
sounds when they are affected by the consonant r_. Experience
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in pronouncing these sounds in reading seemed to provide a 
background that was beneficial to spelling. Comparison of 
the applicability of the two generalizations to reading and 
to spelling programs showed that there was an eight percent­
age point difference between primary reading programs and the 
spelling programs. But per cent of applicability of the two 
generalizations to primary and intermediate reading programs 
and to spelling programs was even.
Most of the consonant letters in the English language 
have their own distinct sound. Nevertheless, the consonants 
£  and £  often have sounds similar to other consonants. These 
sounds sometimes generate spelling problems. Comparison of 
the per cent of applicability of Generalizations Twenty-two 
and Twenty-three which related to sounds for the consonant £ 
showed that they applied almost equally as well to spelling 
programs as to reading programs. Generalization Twenty-four 
related to the letter £ and was below seventy-five in per 
cent of applicability to primary readers, but it was well 
above this figure in its applicability to primary and inter­
mediate readers and to the selected spelling programs.
Consonant digraphs referred to in Generalizations 
Twenty-five, Twenty-six, Twenty-seven and Forty-one were even 
in their per cent of applicability to reading and to spelling 
programs. Maximum percentages of applicability were shown 
for these four generalizations in each of the three programs.
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As shown by the high levels of applicability of Gen­
eralizations Thirty, Thirty-one, and Thirty-two to the three 
programs, vowel generalizations usually are consistent in 
applying to two-syllable words. However, this consistency 
was found to drop sharply when the vowel principles were 
applied to words of more than two syllables and to words that 
contained both primary and secondary accented syllables. 
Generalization Thirty-three which did not meet the criterion 
of degree of applicability is a good illustration of this 
observation.
As pronunciable units in words, syllables contain at 
least one vowel sound either alone or combined with one or 
more consonants. The ability to syllabicate words and to 
identify sound-letter relationships in the syllables is a 
valuable economy to both reading and spelling as was demon­
strated by the utility of Generalizations Thirty-eight and 
Forty to each of the three programs.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Studies of the applicability of forty-five phonic 
generalizations to reading programs were extended in this 
study to include selected spelling programs.^ Introduction 
and maintenance of the phonic generalizations in the selected 
spelling programs were determined as a second aspect of the 
study. A third aspect consisted of a comparison of the 
applicability of specific phonic generalizations to spelling 
and reading programs.
After careful consideration, limited basic assumptions 
were formulated and criteria were evolved for the selection 
of basic spelling series to be studied. Written correspon­
dence with six textbook publishers established authorization 
to use the word lists for grades two through six in their
Dr. Theodore Clymer, Dr. Mildred Hart Bailey, and 
the International Reading Association granted permission to 
the researcher to quote from and to use generalizations, pro­
cedures, criteria, and data reported as follows: Theodore
Clymer, "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in the Pri­
mary Grades," Reading Teacher, XVI (January, 1963), 252-258; 
Mildred Hart Bailey, "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations 




spelling programs in the study. A composite word list of 
5,431 words was drawn from the spelling lists that were pre­
sented in the thirty textbooks that constituted the six 
series. Control of the composite word list was effected by 
reasonable restrictions that are listed in Chapter II,
Separate lists of words showing the diacritical mark­
ings, syllabic divisions and accentuations were compiled from 
the composite word list for the investigation of applicabil­
ity of each of the forty-five phonic generalizations. The 
applicability of each generalization was then determined by 
using the appropriate list; Webster's New Collegiate Dictio­
nary, 1951 edition, was the authority for the pronunciation, 
syllabication and accentuation of all words. Every word on 
each list was identified as either a conformation of or excep­
tion to the generalization under investigation, A per cent 
of applicability was computed for each generalization by 
dividing the number of words or incidents that conformed to 
the generalization by the total number of words or incidents 
investigated for the applicability of the generalization.
The findings are summarized below.
The spelling lists contained words from the entire 
range of the elementary school curriculum— science, history, 
geography, mathematics, music, foreign language, and even 
hobbies, sports, and entertainment. Many of the subject- 
related or technical words did not fit into the phonological 
structure and/or patterning order which governed the spelling
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word lists; consequBrrtly, exceptions to the generalizations 
were frequent among these words.
Investigation of the applicability of each of the 
forty-five phonic generalizations to the composite word list 
revealed percentages of applicability that ranged from zero 
to one hundred. Twelve of the twenty-six vowel generaliza­
tions were introduced in grade two in every series, but the 
majority of these generalizations did not meet the criterion 
of seventy-five per cent applicability. Consonant generali­
zations were not introduced before grade three in any series, 
but they more consistently met the criterion of applicability 
than did the vowel generalizations. A lack of consistency 
was noted in the six series relevant to the introduction and 
maintenance of generalizations that related to syllabication 
and accentuation. For example, one generalization related to 
syllabication was introduced in grade two or three in all six 
series, but another generalization pertaining to syllabica­
tion was presented in one series in grade six only. Neither 
one of the two generalizations was maintained in each of the 
thirty textbooks. Three generalizations that related to 
accentuation were introduced in grade two in four series; 
five more accent generalizations were introduced above grade 
two in one to four series. None of these eight generaliza­
tions was maintained in depth in any of the series. Gener­
alizations that applied to -ture and -tion were generally 
neglected in the series.
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The same criterion of degree of applicability was 
employed for investigation of the composite word lists for the 
two reading programs and the one for the spelling programs; 
also, the same group of generalizations met this criterion in 
each of the three investigations. Comparison of the individ­
ual percentages of applicability to reading programs and to 
spelling programs for this group of generalizations showed 
that the percentages were relatively similar in each program. 
The greater similarity of per cent of applicability occurred 
between the primary-intermediate reading programs and the 
selected spelling programs. The range of differences in per­
centage points was from one to eight for these two programs.
The differences in percentage points between the primary 
reading programs and the selected spelling programs ranged 
from one to thirteen. Research studies on spelling vocabulary 
conducted by Fitzgerald, Greene, Horn, Rinsland, and Thorndike^ 
supplied a majority of the words for the spelling lists, with 
words from the Rinsland study included in five of the series. 
Since authors of readers commonly utilize words from the same 
vocabulary studies, the possibility exists that similarities
James A. Fitzgerald, A Basic Life Spelling Vocabu­
lary (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1951); Harry A.
Greene, The New Iowa Spelling Scale (Iowa City: University
of Iowa, 1955); Ernest Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary (Iowa 
City: University of Iowa, 1927); H. D. Rinsland, A Basic
Vocabulary of Elementary School Children (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1945); Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book 
(New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921).
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in per cent of applicability of the phonic generalizations 
to reading programs and to the spelling programs are the 
result of this practice.
Grouping of the forty-five phonic generalizations 
relative to their applicability to the composite word list 
revealed that several of them were useful in providing clues 
for pronouncing and spelling words. For example, nine gen­
eralizations showed one hundred per cent applicability to the 
composite spelling list, and percentages of applicability 
ranging from seventy-seven to ninety-nine were obtained for 
seventeen more of the generalizations. However, the percent­
ages of applicability obtained for the nineteen generaliza­
tions that did not meet the criterion of applicability were 
low enough to raise questions about their utility to spelling 
programs.
Arrangement of the phonic generalizations according 
to number of applicable words or incidents showed that one 
thousand or more words occurred for six generalizations, and 
that less than two hundred words occurred for twenty-four 
more of the generalizations, twelve of which had less than 
one hundred applicable words. The number of applicable words 
for a generalization is a factor to be considered in addition 
to its per cent of applicability. Inclusion in spelling pro­
grams of phonic generalizations for which there are small 
numbers of words may be questioned relative to their contri­
bution.
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Prefixes and suffixes which constituted separate 
syllables occurred in several hundred multi-syllabic words. 
Phonetic elements in these affixes usually adhered to the 
related phonic generalizations, but phonetic elements in 
other parts of these words often did not lend themselves to 
the phonic generalizations.
Because of the enormity of the task of learning to 
spell the 5,431 words contained in the composite vocabulary, 
application of some of the forty-five phonic generalizations 
as spelling aids was useful in terms of per cent of applica­
bility and number of relevant words. However, the findings 
of applicability for others cast a doubt upon their useful­
ness to pronunciation and correct spelling.
Conclusions
On the basis of the findings of this investigation 
of the forty-five phonic generalizations, the following con­
clusions are reached:
1. The high percentage of overlap in the vocabulary 
used for reading and that used for spelling indicates that 
phonic instruction in reading and in spelling should be 
coordinated.
2. Because phonic generalizations are linguistically 
oriented, they apply in greater numbers to spelling lists 
that are organized on the basis of sound-letter relationship 
such as that introduced in the series identified as A, E, and 
F in Table 11.
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3. Phonie generalizations related to single conso­
nants, consonant elements, and pronunciation of vowels in 
accented syllables show substantial percentages of applica­
bility to spelling programs; consequently, their inclusion 
in spelling programs is defensible.
4. Phonic generalizations apply more consistently 
to prefixes and suffixes which are separate syllables in 
multi-syllabic^ords than they do to other parts of these 
words. A contribution could be made to spelling programs by 
identifying phonic generalizations which apply equally as 
well to prefixes, suffixes, and inner syllables of multi­
syllabic words.
5. The inconsistent introduction and maintenance of 
generalizations related to syllabic division and accentuation 
clearly indicate that the potential contributions of general­
izations should be given careful consideration.
5. The probability of sustained correct spelling 
resulting from utilization of the nineteen phonic generaliza­
tions that have individual percentages of applicability less 
than seventy-five is questionable. For example, only 5,755 
conformations were found for the 11,990 words or incidents 
on the nineteen lists used to determine the applicability of 
these generalizations. Furthermore, a higher per cent of 
applicability than seventy-five for all phonic generalizations 
applied to spelling programs would substantially increase 
probability of correct spelling. Such a higher per cent of
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applicability should be considered as a criterion of applica­
bility for phonic generalizations,
7. The absence of a minimum per cent of applicabil­
ity for fourteen of the twenty generalizations that apply to 
short and long vowels, vowel digraphs, and vowel sounds 
affected by _1, w, u, and r is significant, and research 
should be undertaken to develop generalizations of higher 
applicability to replace them. Pronunciation and spelling 
of mono-syllabic words which are important to grades two and 
three could be improved by such an undertaking.
8. The findings of per cent of applicability for the 
phonic generalizations as a whole indicate that they are only 
moderately useful to spelling.
Recommendations
The conclusions based upon this research indicate 
that application of phonic generalizations to spelling pro­
grams as aids to correct spelling should receive further 
study and consideration. Upon the basis of this inference, 
the following recommendations are made:
1. Research is recommended which will produce scien­
tifically derived and phonetically-linguistically oriented 
criteria for judging the usefulness of phonic generalizations 
to spelling programs.
2. The findings of applicability to spelling pro­
grams of the forty-five phonic generalizations revealed a
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serious lack of usefulness for several of the generalizations 
that related to vowel sounds in words and in accented sylla­
bles. Further evaluation is recommended for generalizations 
that relate to vowels and vowel elements in words and in 
accented syllables. Specifically, generalizations numbered 
5, 7, 9, 13, 16, 33, 34, and 37 should be restated when they 
are applied to spelling programs.
3. Application of the forty-five phonic generaliza­
tions to a larger number of spelling programs, and, perhaps, 
to spelling programs for grades seven and eight, is recom­
mended for further evaluation of their applicability to spell­
ing programs.
4. As many subject or technical words do not fit into 
the phonics structure and/or word patterns utilized by newer 
spelling programs, additional evaluation is suggested rele­
vant to the applicability of the phonic generalizations to 
the vocabulary of content areas such as science, social 
studies, and mathematics.
5. Since written communication requires the use of 
many words that are not included in spelling word lists, cor­
rect spelling of these words depends in part upon ability to 
generalize regarding sound-letter relationships. In view of 
this necessity, evaluation of the applicability of the phonic 
generalizations is suggested relative to a composite vocabu­
lary drawn from children's written work.
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6. Investigation of the applicability of phonic gen­
eralizations to spelling programs developed or revised since 
1953 should be conducted upon the basis of a more recently 
published dictionary of authority, or, perhaps, upon the basis 
of more than one dictionary of authority.
7. Because of the heavy reliance upon phonics knowl­
edge exhibited by the newer spelling programs, recommendation 
is made for future research that evolves a general computer 
language which makes it possible to computer program studies 
of the applicability of phonic generalizations.
8. Research should be undertaken to determine the 
influence of knowledge of spelling generalizations upon the 
spelling behavior of individuals.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF THE FORTY-FIVE PHONIC GENERALIZATIONS 
UTILIZED IN THE STUDY
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1» When there are two vowels side by side, the long 
sound of the first one is heard and the second is usually 
short.
2. When a vowel is in the middle of a one-syllable 
word, the vowel is short.
middle letter
one of the middle two letters 
in a word of four letters
one vowel within a word of 
more than four letters
3. If the only vowel letter is at the end of a word, 
the letter usually stands for a long sound.
4. When there are two vowels, one of which is final
£, the first vowel is long and the e_ is silent.
5. The £  gives the preceding vowel a sound that is 
neither long nor short.
5. The first vowel is usually long and the second





7. In the phonogram the £  is silent and the e 
has a long sound.
8. Words having double e_ usually have the long e_
sound.
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9. When words end with silent e, the preceding _a or 
_i is long,
10, In ^  the 2  is silent and gives _a its long sound.
11, When the letter ^ is followed by the letters qh, 
the usually stands for its long sound and the gh_ is silent,
12, When _a follows w in a word, the _a usually has 
the sound of _a as in was,
13, When e_ is followed by w, the vowel sound is the 
same as represented by oo,
14, The two letters ow make the long o_ sound,
15, W is sometimes a vowel and follows the vowel 
digraph rule,
16, When ^  is the final letter in a word, it usually 
has a vowel sound,
17, When ^  is used as a vowel in words, it sometimes 
has the sound of long
18, The letter _a has the same sound (o) when followed 
by ]̂, w , and u,
19, When ^  is followed by r_ and final _e, we expect 
to hear the sound heard in care,
20 o When c and h are next to each other, they make 
only one sound,
21o Ch is usually pronounced as it is in kitchen, 
catch, and chair, not like sh,
22, When c is followed by e_ or î, the sound of _s is 
likely to be heard.
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23, When the letter _c is followed by _o or _a, the 
sound of k is likely to be heard,
24, The letter £  often has a sound similar to that 
of 2 in jump when it precedes the letter or e_,
25, When qht is seen in a word, _gh is silent,
25, When a word begins kn, the k is silent.
27, When a word begins with the w is silent.
28, When two of the same consonants are side by side,
only one is heard,
29, When a word ends in ck, it has the same last 
sound as in look.
30, In most two-syllable words, the first syllable 
is accented,
31, If £, re, ex, or ^  is the first syllable
in a word, it is usually unaccented,
32, In most two-syllable words that end in a conso­
nant followed by the first syllable is accented and the 
last is unaccented,
33, One vowel letter in an accented syllable has 
its short sound,
34, When ̂  or e^ is seen in the last syllable that
is not accented, the long sound of e_ is heard,
35, When ture is the final syllable in a word, it is
unaccented,
36, When tion is the final syllable in a word, it is
unaccented.
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37, In many two- and three-syllable words, the final
e_ lengthens the vowel in the last syllable.
38, If the first vowel sound in a word is followed 
by two consonants, the first syllable usually ends with the 
first of the two consonants.
39, If the first vowel sound in a word is followed 
by a single consonant, that consonant usually begins the 
second syllable.
40, If the last syllable of a word ends in 1^, the 
consonant preceding the usually begins the last syllable,
41, When the first vowel element in a word is fol­
lowed by Wi, ch, or these symbols are not broken when the 
word is divided into syllables and may go with either the 
first or second syllable,
42, In a word of more than one syllable, the letter 
V usually goes with the preceding vowel to form a syllable,
43, When a word has only one vowel letter, the^vowel 
sound is likely to be short,
44, When there is one e_ in a word that ends in a 
consonant, the ê usually has a short sound.





a accuracy adjourn aft
abandon accusation adjust after
abbreviation accuse admiration afternoon
able accustomed admire afterward
aboard ache admirer again
about acid admission against
above acorns admit agate
abroad acoustics adopt age
abrupt acquainted adopted agent
absence acre adoption ago
absent across adore agree
absolutely act adorn agreeable
absorb acted advance agreeing
absorption action advantage agreement
abstract active advantageous ahead
abundance actively adventure aid
abundant activity adventurous aim
accent actor adverb air
accept adapt advice aircraft
accepted add advise airmail
accident addition advocate airplane
acclimate additional afar airport
accomplish address affect aisle
according adhesion affection alarm
account adjective afford alas
accurate adjoin afraid alfalfa
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alga alto angleworm any
algae altogether angrier anybody
align aluminum angrily anyhow
alike always angry anyone
alive am animal anything
all ambition animation anyway
alley amble ankle anywhere
alloy amend announce apart
allow amendments announcer apartment
allowance amoeba annoy ape
all right among annual apologize
alluvial amount annually apparatus
almanac amphibian another appeal
almost ample answer appear
aloft amplifier answering appearance
alone amuse ant applaud
along amusement anteater apple
aloud amusing antenna apply
alphabet an anther appoint
already ancient anthracite appointment
also and antibiotic appreciate
altar anemometer antimony appreciation
alter aneroid antiseptic approve
alternate angel anxiety apricots
although anger anxious April
altitude angle anxiously apron
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aquarium arteries astronomer August
aqueous artesian at aunt
arboreal articles ate auricle
architecture artificial athlete author
are artist athletic authority
area as atmosphere authorize
argue asbestos atom authorship
argument ashamed atomic autograph
arid ashen attach automat
arise ashes attachment automatic
arithmetic aside attack automobile
armistice ask attain autonomic
arm asking attempt autos
armies asleep attend autumn
army assemblies attendance available
arose assembly attention avalanches
around assign attic avenue
arouse assignment attitude average
arrange assist attractive aviation
arrangement assistance attractively aviator
arrest assistant auburn avoid
arrival associate auctioneer avoiding
arriving association audience await
arrow associative audio-visual awake
arsenal astonish auditorium away
art astounded auditory awful
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awfully balcony basketball become
awhile bald bass becoming
awkward balk bass bed
awning ball bat bedroom
awoke balloon bath bedtime
ax balsa bathing bee
axis band bathroom beef
axle bandage battery been
azure bang batteries beet
babies bank battle beetle
baby banker bay before
back banking be befriend
background banner beach beg
backward bar beacon began
bacon bare bead begging
bacteria barge bean begin
bad barn bear beginner
badge barometer beard begun
badly barrel beast behave
bag barren beat behavior
bait barrier beautiful behind
baiting base beauty behold
bake baseball beaver being
bakery basement became belief
balance basin because believe
balancing basket beckon believer
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bell bigger blank blouse
belong biggest blanket blow
below bight blast blown
belt bike blaze blue
bench bill blazing blue jay
benches billion bleaching blustery
bend bind bleak board
beneath birth bleeding boast
benefit birthday bless boat
bent bisect blew bodies
berries bit blind body
berry bite blindness boil
berth biting blink bold
beside bitten blinking boll weavil
best bitter blister bolt
bet bitterest blithe bomb
betray bitterly blizzard bombard
better bituminous block bone
betting black blood bonfire
between blackberry bloodhound book
beware blackbird bloodshed bookish
biannually blackboard bloodstain bookkeeper
bicycle blacker bloody bookkeeping
bicycling blackest bloom booklet
biennial blade blooming boom
big blame blossom boost
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boot boy brighter bugle
booth brag brightly build
border braid brim builder
bored brain bring building
born brake bringing built
borrow branch broke bulb
boss branches broken bull
botanist brave bronco bump
botany braver brook bun
both bravely broom bunch
bother bray brother bundle
bottle bread brought bunk
bottom breadth brow bunny
bough break brown bunt
bought breaking bruise buoy
boulder breakdown brush buoyancy
bounce breakfast brushes burden
bound breast brushing buried
boundaries breathe bubble buries
boundary breathing bucket burn
bout breeze bud burnt
bow brick budge burro
bow bridge budget burst
bowl brief buffalo bury
box bright bug bus
boxes brighten buggy buses
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bush cake cape carpet
bushel calendar capillaries carport
bushes calf capital carriage
busier call capitol carried
busiest calling captain carries
busy calm capture carrots
busybody calves capturing carry
but came car carrying
butcher camel caravan cart
butter camera carbine cartilage
butterflies camp carbohydrates carton
butterflyi camper carbon dioxide cartoon
button can carburetor cartridge
buttonhole canal card carve
buy canary cardboard case
buying cancel care cash
buzz candies career casting
by candle careful castle
cab candy carefully casual
cabbage cane careless cat
cabin cannery cargo catalog
cabinet cannon caribou catalogue
caboose cannot caring catalpa
cactus canoe carnival catch
cafeteria canyon carol catches
cage cap carpenter caterpillar
cattle change cherries chopsticks
caught changing cherry choral
cause channel chest chore
cave chant chew choruses
cease character chicken chose
ceiling charcoal chicks chosen
celebrate charged chief chromium
celebrated charging chiefly chromosome
cell charming child chuckle
cellar chart childish chug
cellulose chase children chunk
cement chasing chill church
cemetery cheap chilly churches
center check chimney churn
central checkers chin cider
century cheek chip cigar
cereals cheer chipmunk cigarette
cerebellum cheerful chirp cinder
cerebrum cheerfulness chocolate circle
certain cheering choice circuit
certainly cheerless choke circular
chain cheese choose circulatory
chair chef choosing circumference
chalk chemical chop circus
chalky chemist chopper cirrus
chance cherish chopping cite
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cities climber coach college
citizen climbing coaches colonial
city clip coal colonies
civic cloak coast colony
civilization close coasted color
claim closely coasting column
clan closeness coat comb
clap closer coax combination
class closet coaxial combine
classify closing coaxing come
classroom cloth cobalt comedy
claw clothes cockpit comet
clay clothing cocoa comfort
clean cloud coconut comfortable
cleaning cloudburst cocoon comforter
cleanliness clouded code comical
clear clouding coffee coming
clearer cloudy coin comma
clearest cloverleaf cold command
clerk clown cold-blooded comments
clever club colder commerce
cleverly cluck coldest commercial
cleverness clump coliseum commit
cliff clumsy collar committed
climate clung collect committee
climb clutch collection common
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commonwealth condemn consider contrast
communication condensation consign contribute
communities condense consist control
community condition console convention
commutative conduct consonants conversation
companion conduct constantly converse
companies conductor constellation convex
company cone constitution convoy
compare conference construction cook
comparing confess contain cookies
compass confident container cooking
compelled confine content cooky
compete conflict content cool
competition confuse contest cooler
complain confusing contest coolest
compose confusion contestant coordination
compound congratulated continent copper
compound congress continental copied
compression congressmen continual copies
computation congresswomen continually copy
computer connect continue copying
concave connection continuous coral
conceal conquer continuously cord
concept consent contract cordial
concert conservation contracted corduroy
conclusions conserve contraction cork
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corn couple crate crook
corner courage crater crop
cornet courageous crawl cross
correct course crayon crossing
corrosion court craze crow
corsage courteous crazier crowd
cost courtesy crazy crowded
costume courthouse creak crown
cot courtship cream crude
cottage courtyard crease cruel
cotton cousin creation cruelty
cotton gin cover creature cruise
cotyledon coverage credit cruiser
cough covering creek crunch
could cow creep crush
council coward crew crust
counsel cowardice crib crustaceans
count coy cricket crutch
counted cozy cried cry
counter crack cries crying
counties cracking crime crystal
counting cradle criminal cub
country crafty crippled cubes
countryman cranberries crisp cuisine
countryside crash croak culinary
county crashing crocheting culture
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cumulus cylinder darts decode
cunning dad dash decorate
cup daddy date decorating
cupboard daffodil date decoration
cupful daily daughter decorative
curb dairies dawn decrease
cure dairy day deduct
curious dairymaid daze deed
curl daisy dazzle deep
curly dam dead deer
currants damage deaf deer skin
currency damp deal defeat
current dance dear defeated
curtain dancing dearest defend
curve dandy death definition
cushion danger debate degree
custom dangerous debt deject
customary dare decay delay
customer daringly December delicious
cut dark decide delightful
cute darker decided deliver
cuter darkest decimal deliveries
cutest darkness decision delivery
cutlery darling deck delta
cutting darn declare deluge
cycle dart decline demand
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cumulus cylinder darts decode
cunning dad dash decorate
cup daddy date decorating
cupboard daffodil date decoration
cupful daily daughter decorative
curb dairies dawn decrease
cure dairy day deduct
curious dairymaid daze deed
curl daisy dazzle deep
curly dam dead deer
currants damage deaf deer skin
currency damp deal defeat
current dance dear defeated
curtain dancing dearest defend
curve dandy death definition
cushion danger debate degree
custom dangerous debt deject ̂
customary dare decay delay
customer daringly December delicious
cut dark decide delightful
cute darker decided deliver
cuter darkest decimal deliveries
cutest darkness decision delivery
cutlery darling deck delta
cutting darn declare deluge
cycle dart decline demand
demon desk digestion disband
den despite digging discard
dendrite dessert dike discharge
denominator destroy dill discontinue
denounce destroyer dim discount
dense detail dime discover
densely detain dimension discovery
density deuce dimmer discuss
dent develop dine discussion
dentine devoting dining disease
dentist devotion dinner diseases
deny dew dinosaur disfigure
department diameter diptheria disgraceful
departure diaphragm dipper disgracefully
depend dictionaries direct disguise
depot dictionary direction dish
derive did directly dishcloth
dermis die dirt dishonesty
descent differ dirtier dislike
describe difference dirtiest disobey
description different dirtiness dispersion
desert differentiation dirty display
desert difficult disagree displeasure
deserve difficulties disappear disposition
design diffusion disappearance ditch
desire dig disappointed dive
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divided dot dread druggist
dividend double dream drugstore
division doubling dreaming drum
dizzy doubt dreary drumming
do doubtful dress drunk
docile doughnut dresses dry
dock dove dressing duchess
doctor down dressmaker duck
dodge downfall drew due
dodging downhill dried duet
doe downpour dries duke
does downstairs drift dukedom
dog downstream drill duller
dogwood downtown drink dumbbell
doing doze drip dump
doll dozen drive during
dollar draft driver dusk
dome drag driving dust
domesticate dragon drone dusty
dominant drain droop duties
dominion drainage drop duty
donate drama dropping dwarf
done drank drought dwell
donkey draw drove dwelt
donor drawing drown dye
door drawn drug dyeing
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dying eaten electricity encourage
dynamite eating electromagnet end
each ebony electrons ended
eager echo element enemies
eagerly eddy elementary enemy
eagle edge elephant energetic
eardrum edition elevate energies
earlier educate elevator energy
earliest education eleven enforce
early educational eleventh engagement
earn effective elf engine
earnest effort ellipse engineer
earnestly eggs else enjoy
earning eight embark enjoyable
ears eighteen embroidery enlisted
earth eighth embryo enormous
earthquake eighty emergency enough
earthworm eighty-eight emigration enter
ease either emit entertain
easier elasticity empire entertainment
easily elbow employ entire
east elect employment entirely
Easter elected empty entitled
eastern election emptying entrance
easy electric enclosure envelope
eat electrical encounter environment
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enzyme event exhibit extreme
epidermis ever exist eyes
equal every expand fable
equalize everybody expect face
equality everyone expecting fact
equally everything expedition factories
equator everywhere expense factory
equip evil expensive fad
equipment exactly experience fade
equivalent exaggerate experiment fading
erected exaggeration expert failed
erosion examination explain failure
errand examine explaining faint
escape example explanation fair
esophagus excellent explode fairies
especially except exploration fairly
essay exception explore fairy
establish exchange explorer faith
estate excite export faithful
estimate excitement export faithless
estuaries exciting express fall
estuary exclaim expression fallen
evaporate excuse expressway false
even executive extend familiar
evening exercise extinct families '
evenly exhale extraordinary family
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famous favorite fertile film
fan fawn festival filmy
fanciful fear fetch filter
fancy fearless feud filteration
far feast feudal final
farewell feat fever finally
farm feathers feverish find
farmer feature few finding
farther featuring fibula fine
fascinate February fiddle finer
fascinating fed field finger
fashion federal fielded finish
fast fee fielding finishing
fasten feeble fierce fir
fastest feed fiery fire
fat feeding fifteen firecrackers
fatal feel fifteenth firefly
fatter feeling fifth fireman
father feet fifty fireplace
fatigue fell fifty-one fireproof
fattening fellow fig firm
fattest felt fight first
fault femur fighting fish
faultless fence figure fishing
favor fern file fission
favorable ferry fill fit
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fitted flip foggy forestry
fitting flirting fold forever
five flit folks forgave
fix float follow forget
fixed floating following forgive
fizz flocks fond forgot
flag flood food forgotten
flake flooded fool fork
flame floor foolishly form
flap flop foolishness formation
flash flour foot formerly
flashlight flow football fort
flat flower footsteps forth
flatcar flown for fortunate
flatter flu force fortune
flattest fluffy forceful forty
flattery fluid forcing forty-eight
flavor flung ford forty-eighth
flaw flurry forecast forty-four
flax flute foreground forward
fleck flutter forehead fossil
fled fly foreign fought
flew flying foreigners found
flex foam foremost founded
flight focus forest foundation
flint fog forester fountain
fountain-pen fried fulcrum galaxies
four friend full gallon
fourteen friendliness fumble galloping
fourth friendly fun game
fowl friendship fund gang
fox frieze funeral garage
foxes fright fungus garbage
fraction frightened funniest garden
fractional frightful funny gardener
fracture frigid fur garnet
fragile frisky furious garters
fragment frog furlough gas
frame from furnace gases
freak front furnish gasoline
free frontier furnishings gate
freedom frontwards furniture gather
freeze frost further gathering
freezing froze furthermore gauge
freight frozen fury gauze
freighter frozenly fuse gay
frequent frown fusion gear
frequently fruit fuss geese
fresh fruitless futile gem
friction fry future generate
frictionless fudge fuzzy generation
Friday fuel gain generator
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general giving go .grace
generally glaciers goal graceful
generous glad goat gracious
genes gladly goddess grade
gentle glamour goes gradually
gentleman glance going graduate
gently gland gold graduation
genuine glares golden graft
geography glass golf grain
geometric glasses gone grammar
geometry gleam good grand
germs glide good-by granddaughter
germinate glimmer goodness grandfather
get glimpse goods grandma
getting glisten goose grandmother
geyser gloat gorge grandpa
ghastly globe gorgeous granite
ghost gloomy gorilla grapes
giant glorious gossip grapevine
gift glory got graphed
gigantic glossy gotten graphite
gills gloves gourd grasp
ginger glow govern grass
girl glucose government grasshopper
give glue governor grateful
given gnaw grab grave
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gravel groceries gummed handsome
gravitate grocery gun handy
gravitation groom guppies hang
gravity gross gurgle hangar
gray ground gym happen
grease group gymnasium happiness
greaseless grouping gymnastics happy
greasing grow gyroscope harbor
greasy growl habit hard
great grown had hardware
greater growth hail hardy
greatest grudge hair hare
greatly guarantee half harm
greed guard halfway harmful
greedy guarded hall harmless
green guess Halloween harness
greet guest halt harpoon
grew guidance haltingly harvest
grief guide halves has
grieve guided ham haste
grim guild hammer hat
grime guilty hammock hatch
grind guitar hamster hatchet
grinning gulf hand hate
groan gull handkerchief haul
grocer gum handle hauling
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haunted heels high school hollow
have height highway home
having heir hike honest
hawk held hilarious honesty
hay helicopter hill honey
haze hello hillside honk
he help him honor
head helpful himself honorable
headache hem hind hood
headlines hemisphere hire hoof
headquarters hen his hook
heal her hiss hoop
health herd history hoot
healthful here hit hop
healthy hereafter hoarse hope
hear hero hoax hoping
heard herself hobby hopping
hearing hesitate hobo horizon
heart hibernate hockey horn
heartily hibernation hoe hornet
hearty hid hog horrible
heat hidden hold horse
heaven hide hole horseback
heavier high holiday hose
heavy higher holiness hospital
hedge highest hollered hostile
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hot hunt igloo improve
hotel hunting igneous improvement
hottest hurricane ignorance in
hound hurriedly ignorant incandescence
hour hurry ill inch
house hurrying illness incident
hover hurt illustrated include
how husband image including
however hush imagination income
howl hustle imagine incorrect
huckleberries hut imitate increase
huddle hydrogen imitation increase
hue hydroplane immediately indebted
hug hygiene immigrants indeed
huge ice immune indent
hull iceberg imp independence
hum ice cream impassable independent
human icicles impatient index
humid icing import Indian
humidity icy importance indicate
humor idea important individual
humorous ideal impossible industrial
hump idle impress industries
hundred idleness impression industrious
hung idol imprint industry




inference instrumental invertebrate January
inferior instruments invest jar
infield insulator investigate jarring
infirmary insurance invitation jasper
inform insure invite jaunt
information intelligence iris jaw
inhabit intelligent iron jay
inhabitant intend ironing jealous
initials intention irrigate jeans
initiative interest irrigation jeer
injure interesting is jelly
ink interfere island jerk
inn interior isotherm jet
inning intermission isotope jewel
innocent internal issued jewelry
inquire international isthmus jungle
insects interrupted it job
inside interstate itch jog
insight interview its join
insists intestines itself joint
inspect into ivory joke
instance introduce jacket jollity
instant invent jade jolly
instead invention 4am jolt
instinct inventor jamming journal
journey kangaroo kitchen lace
journeying kayak kite lacing
jovial keen kitten lack
joy keep kitty lacquer
joyous keeper knapsack lacy
jubilee kennel knee ladder
judge kept kneel ladies
judgment kerchiefs knelt lady
judicial kernel knew ladybug
jug kettle knife laid
juggle key knight lain
juice keynote knit lair
jucier kick knitting lake
juicy kid knives lamb
July kidnap knob lame
jumble kill knock lamp
jump kind knot land
June kindergarten knotty landlady
jungle kindly know landscape
junior kinetic knowing ' lane
junk king knowledge language
juries kingdom known lantern
jury kink label lap
just kiss labor lard
justice kisses laboratory large
justify kit laborer larger
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largest lead lemonade licking
lark leader lemons lid
larva leading lend lie
lasso leaf length lieutenant
last leaflet lens life
latch leafless lent lifeguard
late league leopard lift
lately lean less light
later leap lesson lighthouse
latest learn let lightning
latitude lease letter lignite
latter leash letting like
laugh least lettuce lilies
laughing leather levee lily
laughter leave level limb
launch leaving lever limits
laundry led levy limp
laurel ledge liberal line
lava ledger liberate linear
lawn left liberties linen
laws lefthanded liberty linger
lawyer leg librarian lining
lay legal libraries lion
laying legislative library lips
lazily legislature license liquid
lazy leisure lick list
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listen log loveliest magnesium
listening logical lovely magnet
lit lone lovingly magnetism
literature loneliness low magnifying
little lonely lower- maid
live lonesome loyal mail
live long luck mailman
lively longer luckily main
liver longest lucky mainly
living longitude lumber maintain
lizard look lumberman major
load looking lump majority
loaf loose lunch make
loan loosely luncheon making
loaves looser lungs male
local lose lurch mama
locality loses lure mammals
locate losing luring man
location loss lying manage
lock los t macaroni management
locket lot machine manager
locksmith lots machinery mandible
locomotive loud mad mane
locust louder made manger
lodge loudly magazine manicure
loft love magic manners
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manor marvelous medal merrily
mansion mash medical merry
mass mask medicine message
mantel master medium messenger
mantle mat meed met
manual match meet metal
manufacture mate meetings meteor
manufacturing material melt meterorites
many matinee member method
map matter membrane mezzanine
maple may memories mica
marbles maybe memorize mice
march mayor memory microscope
mare me men middle
margin meadow menance midnight
marine meager mend midshipman
marionette meals mending midstream
mark mean mental midwest
market meant mention might
maroon meanwhile mentioning mighty
marquee measles menu migrate
marrow measure merchant migration
marry measurement mercury migratory
marshal measuring mercy mild
marshes meat merely mile
marshmallow mechanical meridian military
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milk miss moment motive
million missile Monday motor
millionaire mission money motorboat
mills missionary monkey motorcycle
mince misspell monkeyed motorist
mind mist monkeying motto
mine mistake monsoon mountain
miner mistaking month mountainous
mineral misty monument mourn
mineralogist mittens moon mouse
mineralogy mix moose mouth
mining mixture mop move
minister moat mope movement
minnow mob more movies
minus mobile morning mow
minute model mortar much
mirror modern mosaic mucus
mischief modernize mosquito mud
mischievous modesty moss muddied
misdeed mohair most muddiest
miserable moist mostly muddy
misfire moisture motel mule
misfortune molar moth multiplication
misjudge mold mother multiply
mislead molecule motion mumps
misplace mollusks motionless murder
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muscles native neighbor nicety
muscular natural neighborhood nick
museum naturalization neighborly nickel
music nature neither nickname
musical naughtily nephew niece
musician naughtiness nerve night
muss naughty nervous nimbus
must navigation nervousness nine
mustard navy nest nineteen
mutant near net ninety
mutation nearer network ninety-five
mutton nearest neuron ninety-ninth
my nearly neutron ninth
myself neat never nitrate
mysterious neatest new nitrogen
mystery necessarily newest no
mystify necessary news noble
nail necessity newsboy nobody
name neck newspaper nod
naming necklace newsprint nodded
nap necktie next noise
napkin need nibble noisy
narrow needle nice nomadic
nation needlework nicely none
national neglect nicer nonsense
nationally neigh nicest nook
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noon nozzle oboe often
noose nuclear observance oh
nor nucleus observatory oil
normal nugget observe old
north nuisance obstacle older
northeastern number obtain oldest
northern numeral occasion olive
northwestern numerator occasionally omit
nose numerous occupation omitted
not nurse occupied on
notation nursery occur once
note nut ocean one
notebook nylon 0'clock one-eighth
noted oak octagon one-half
nothing oar octet onions
notice oasis October only
noticeable oatmeal octopus open
notify oats odd opera
noting obedient odor operate
notion obey of operation
noun obeying off operator
nourish object offense operetta
nourishment objection offer opinion
November objectives office opponent
now objector officer opportunities
nowhere obligation official opportunity
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opposite ought oxidation pane
or ounce oxide pang
oral our oxygen pansies
orange ourselves oyster pants
orbit out pace paper
orchard outdoors pack papier-mache
orchestra outfit package papoose
order outline packing parachute
ordinary outrageous paddle parade
ore outside page parading
organic oven paid paragraph
organism over pail parakeet
organization overalls pain parallel
organize overcoat painful parasite
orient overdue painfully paratrooper
oriental overhead paint parcel post
origin overlook painter pardon
original overpass painting parentage
originally overrule pair parental
originate overshoes pajamas parents
ornament owe pal park
orphan owl palace parkway
orphanage own pale parlor
other owner palm parrot
otherwise owning pamphlet part
ouch oxen pan particular
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parties peace pep phone
partner peaceful pepper phonographs
party peacefully peppery photograph
pass peaches per photographer
passage peak perceive photography
passenger peanut per cent photosynthesis
past pearl percentage phrase
paste pear perennial physical
pastel peasant perfect piano
pasture pebble perfection pick
pasty peck perform picking
pat peculiar performer pickles
patch pedals perfume picnic
path peddle perhaps picture
patience pedometer period pie
patient peer periodical piece
patiently pelvis permanent pier
patrol pen permission pig
pattern pencil permit pigeon
pause penicillin permitting pigeonhole
pave penmanship person pile
pavement pennant personal pilgrim
paw pennies pertain piling
pay penniless pet pillar
payment penny petroleum pillow
pea people pharynx pilot
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pin plainest plentiful policeman
pinch plainly plenty policy
pine plains pliers polio
pineapple plane plow poliomyelitis
pink planet pluck polish
pinning planetarium plum polite
pint plank plumber politely
pinwheel planning plump politeness
pioneer plant plunge political
pipe planting plural pollen
pirate plantation plus pollination
pistil plaster plush pond
pistol plastic pneumonia ponies
pit plate pocket pony
pitch platform pocketbook pony express
pitcher platter poem poodle
pitchfork play poet pool
pitiful player poetic poor
pitifully playground poetry poorer
pitiless playing point poorest
pity playmate poise pop
pitying plead poison popcorn
pixie pleasant poisonous popular
place please polar popularity
plain pleasure pole populate
plainer pledge police population
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porch potential prescribe print
porcupine poultry presence printer
pore pounce present printing
pork pound presentation prism
porosity pour preserve prison
porous pout preside privacy
port powder presidency private
portion power president prize
portray powerful press probable
position powerhouse pressure probably
positive pow wow prettier problem
possess practically prettiest' process
possession practice pretty proclaim
possible practicing prevent produce
possibly praise prey product
post praising price production
postage prank pride professor
postcards pray primary profit
posters prayer prime program
postman praying primer progress
post office precept primitive progress
postpone precious prince progression
posture precise princess prohibit
pot prefer principal prohibiting
potash preparation principally project
potato prepare principle projection
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projector province purely queen
prolong provincial purple queenly
prominent prowl purpose queer
promise prowler purr queerest
promising prune purse question
promote public push quick
promotion publication pussy willow quicker
prompt publicity pyramids quickly
pronoun publicly python quicksand
pronounce publish quack quicksilver
proof publisher quail quiet
proofread pudding quaint quieted
proper puddle quake quietly
property pull qualified quilt
prosper pulley quality quinine
protect pulse quantities quit
protection pump quantity quite
protective pumpkin quarantine quitter
protein punch quarrel quitting
protest punish quarrelsome quiver
protest punt quart quotation
proton pups quarter quote
protoplasm pupil quarterback rabbit
proud puppy quarterly raccoon
prove ' purchase quartet race
provide pure quartz racket
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racks raking read recognize
radar ran reader reconstruction
radiate ranch reading record
radiation rang readily record
radiator range ready recorder
radio ranger real recount
radioactivity rank realize recover
radish rap really recovery
radium rapid reason recreation
radius — rapidly reasoning rectangle
rafts rapids rebel rectangular
rag rare rebel red
rage rarely rebuild reduce
rail rat recall reduction
railroad rate receipt reel
railway rather receive referee
rain ratio receiver referred
rainbow ration receiving refineries
raincoat rattle recently reflect
rainfall rattling recess reflex
raining raw recessive reflex
rainy ray recipe reforestation
raise rayon recitation . refraction
raisin reach recite refreshments
raising reactor reckless refugees
rake read recklessly refuse
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refuse rent respiration riddle
regards renting respiratory ride
region repair respire ridge
regret repay rest riding
regular repeat restlessness rifle
rehearse replace retain right
reign replied retina rightly
reindeer reply retire rim
reins replying retract ring
rej ect report return ringlet
rejoice reporter revealed rinse
relatives represent review rip
relativity representative revise ripe
relay reproduce revolution riper
relief reptile revolve ripple
religion republic reward rise
religious request reword rising
remain require rhinoceros risk
remainder research rhyming river
remaining reservoir rib road
remark resign ribbon roam
remember. resource rice roan
remembering resourceful rich roar
remind respect richest roast
remit respectful rid roasted
remove respectfully ridden roasting
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rob rotate rural sample
robe rotation rush sand
robbers rotten rust sandwich
robbery rough rye sandwiches
robin round sack sandy
rock roundup sacred sank
rocket rout sacrifice sap
rocking route sad sash
rocky routine saddest sat
rod row saddle satchel
rode rowboat safe satellite
rodeo royal safely satin
role rub safety satisfaction
roll rubber said satisfactory
roller rubbing sail satisfied
rolling rude sailor satisfy
romance rug saint saturate
romantic ruined salad Saturday
room ruins salary saucers
rooster rule sale sausage
root ruler salesman save
rooter run saliva saving
rope rung salmon saw
roping runner salt say
rose running salute saying
rosy runway same scales
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scarce scurry segment series
scarcely sea seize serum
scare seacoast seldom. servant
scenery seals self serve
scent search selfish service
scheme searches sell session
scholarship seashore seller set
school season semester setting
schoolhouse seat semiannually settle
science seaweed senator settlements
scientist second send settler
scissors secret sending seven
scoop secretary senior seventeen
scooter secrets sense seventh
score secretly sensory seventy
scoundrel section sent seventy-seven
scour sectional sentence several
scout sediment sentencing sew
scowl sedimentary sepals sewing
scrapbook see separate sextet
scratch seeds separated shack
scream seek separately shade
screen seeking separation shadow
screw seem September shadowy
screwdriver seen serf shady












































































shake shining showing silk
shaking ship showmanship silliness
shall shirt shown silly
shape shiver shriek silver
share shock shrub silverware
shares shoe shrubbery silvery
shark shoemaker shrug similar
sharp shook shudder simple
sharpest shoot shy simply
shatter shooting sick since
she shop sickly sincerely
shed shopper sickness sing
sheep shopping side singing
sheet shore sidetrack single
shelf short sidewalk singular
shell shortage sigh sink
shellfish shortest sight sipper
shelter shortly sightseeing sir
shelves shot sign siren
shepherd should signal sister
sheriff shoulders signature sit
shield shout signs sitting
shin shove silence situated
shine shovel silent six
shiner show silently sixteen
shingles shower silicate sixth
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sixty sled smear snowman
size sleep smell so
skater sleeping smile soak
skates sleepy smog soap
skating sleet smoke sobbing
skeletal sleeve smokejumpers social
skeleton sleigh smooth socially
sketch slept smoothly sock
skier slice smother socket
skiing slid smudge soda
skim slide snail soft
skin sliding snake softball
skip slight snap soil
ski.pper slim snare solar
skipping slip snatch sold
skirt slipper sneak soldier
skis slippery sneakers solemn
skull slogan sneeze solid
sky slope sniff solo
slab slowly snipe solution
slap slumber snore solve
slat sly snort solvent
slaves small snow some
slavery smallpox snowball somebody
slaw smart snowflakes somehow
slay smash snowing someone
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something sparrow spinach sprite
sometimes sparsely spinal sprout
somewhat speak spine spry
somewhere speaker spinning spurs
son speaking spirit spy
song spear splash squad
soon special splatter squall
soprano species split square
sore specific splitting squarely
sorry speck spoil squash
sort spectroscope spoke squaw
soul speech spoken squeak
sound speeches sponge squeal
soup speed spool squeeze
soupy speedboat spoon squirm
sour speeder spore squirrel
source speedometer sport squirt
south spell sportsmanship stable
southern spelling sporty stadium
southwestern spend spot staff
souvenir spent spout stage
sow sphere spray stagecoach
space spider spread stairs
spade spidery spring stake
spare spill springtime stalk
spark spin sprinkle stall
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stamen steel stocky straw
stammer steep stoke strawberries
stamp steeper stole stray
stand steepest stomach stream
standard steer stone streamline
standing stem stood street
star stencil stool streetcar
starch step stoop strength
stare stepladder stop stretch
starfish sternum storage striking
start stew store string
startle stick stories strip
state sticky storm stripes
stately stiff stormier stroke
statement stiffly stormiest stroll
station still story strong
stationary stillness stout strongest
stationery stimuli stove struck
statue stimulus straight structure
stay sting straighten strudel
staying stir strain struggle
steady stirrup strait stubborn
steak stitch strange stuck
steal stock stranger student
steam stockade strap studies
steamship stocking stratosphere studio
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study suffer supplies swim
studying sufficient supply swimming
stuff sugar support swing
stumble sugary suppose swirl
stump suggest supreme switch
stun suggestion sure switchyard
stunt suit surely swoon
style suiting surface sword
subject sulfur surprise swum
submitted sulk surrender sycampre
subsistence sum surround syllable
subtract summary swallow sympathy
subtraction summer swamp synonym
suburb summertime( swampy syrup
succeed sun swan system
succeeded sunburn sway table
succeeding sunlight swaying tablespoon
success sunshine sweater tablet
successes Sunday sweep tack
successful sung sweeping tackle
successfully sunk sweet tadpole
such sunny sweetheart taffy
sudden sunrise swell tag
suddenly sunset swerve tail
suddenness superintendent swift tailor
sue supper swiftly take
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taken tasty telephone territory
taking tattle telephotograph terror
tale taught telescope test
talk tax television testing
talking taxation tell textiles
tall taxes telling than
taller taxi temper thank
tallest taxicab tempera thankful
tame taxing temperature Thanksgiving
tamer tea temporary thanksgiving
tamest teach ten that
tan teacher tend thatched
tangle teaching tendency thaw
tank team tendon the
tanners tear tennis theater
tape tearing tent theft
taper tease tentacle their
taping teasing tenth them
tar teaspoon tepee theme
tardily technician term themselves
tardy technology terraces then
target tedious terrestrial theory
tariff teen terrible there
task teeth terribly therefore
taste telegram terrific thermometer
tasteless telegraph terrify thermostat
these those thus title
they though Thursday to
thick thought tick toad
thickest thoughtful ticket toadstool
thicket thoughtfully tickle toast
thief thoughtlessly tide toaster
thieves thousand tidy tobacco
thimble thread tie toboggan
thin threat tiger today
thing threaten tight toe
think three tighter together
thinking threw tightest toil
thinner thrifty tightly token
thinnest thrill till told
third throat tilt toll
thirst throb timber tollbooth
thirstier throne time tomahawk
thirsty through timetable tomato
thirteen throughout tin tomb
thirteenth throw tinier tomorrow
thirty thrown tinny ton
this thrust tinsel tone
thistle thrusting tiny tongue
thorn thumb tip tonight
thorough thump tire tonsils
thoroughly thunder tiring too
took town travel trolling
tools toys traveler trombone
toot trace traveling troop
tooth tracks tray tropics
toothache tractor treasure trot
toothbrush trade treasury trouble
top trader treat trousers
torch traffic treatment trout
tore trail treaty truce
torn trailer tree truck
tornado train tremble trudge
torrid training trial true
toss traitor triangle truly
total trample triangular trumpet
totally transatlantic tribal trunk
touch transcontinental tribe trust
touchdown transferred tributaries trustful
tough transfusion trick truth
toughen transient tricking truthful
toughness transistor tricycle truthfully
tour transmit tries try
tourist transport trim trying
tournament transportation trio tub
toward trap trip tube
towel trapper troll tuberculosis
tower trash trolley tuck
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Tuesday two undertaker untie
tulip tying unexpected until
tumbles type unfair untrue
tuna typewriter unfortunate unusual
tundra typhoon ungrateful unworthy
tune typist ungratefully unwrap
tungsten ugly unhappy up
tunnel umbrella unhealthier upon
turbulent unable unhealthiest upper
turkey unbroken unhealthy upset
turn uncertain union upstairs
turnip uncertainty unit uranium
turnpikes uncle unite urge
turtle uncomfortable united us
tutor uncommon universal use
twelfth unconscious universe useful
twelve unconstitutional universities usefulness
twenty under university useless
twenty-five underbrush unkind uses
twenty-nine underground unknown using
twice underline unless usual
twilight underneath unluckiest usually
twinkle underpass unlucky utensil
twins understand unnatural vacant
twirl understanding unnecessary vacation
twist understood unpleasant vaccinate
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vaccine vein virus wake
vacuum velvet visit wake
vain velvety visiting walk
vale vent visitor walking
valentine ventilation vitamin wall
valley venture voice wander
valuable verb void wandering
valuation verdict volcano want
value verse volley war
valve vertebrate volt warble
van very vote ward
vane vessel voter warehouse
vanilla vest vow warm
vapor veto vowel warmer
vaporize vibrate voyage warmth
variety vibration vying warn
various vice-president waddle warp
varnish victories wade warpath
vascular victorious wafers warts
vase victory waffles wary
vast view wage was
vat village wagon wash
vegetable vine waist washing
vegetation vineyard wait wasp
vehicle violent waiter waste
veil violin waiting wasteful
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wasting weather whale whisper
watch weave wharf whistle
watches weaver wharves whistler
watchmaker web what whistling
watchtowers wedding whatever white
water wedge wheat whitest
water color Wednesday wheel whiz
waterfall wee wheeze who
waterfowl weeds when whole
waterway week whenever wholesome
watery weekend where wholly
wave weep wherever whom
wavy weigh whether whoop
wax weight which whose
waxen welcome whiff why
way welfare while wide
we well whim wider
weak went whimper widely
weaker wept whine widow
weakest were whip width
weakness west whipping wieners
wealthy western whir wife
weapons wet whirl wig
wear wetter whirlwind wigwam
wearing wettest whisk wild
weary whack whiskers wilderness
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will ■ without workshop wrist watch
willing witness world write
win witty worm writer
wind wives worn writing
windmills wizard worry written
window wobble worrying wrong
windy woke worse wrote
wine wolf worsen wrung
wing wolves worship xylophone
wink woman worst yard
winking women worth yardmaster
winning won worthless yardstick
winter wonder worthy yarn
wiping wonderful would yawn
wire wood wound year
wise woodcutter wrap yearly
wisely wooden wrapper yearn
wiser woodland wrath yeast
wish woodpecker wreath yell
wishing wool wreck yellow
wit woolen wreckage yes
witch words wren yesterday
with wore wrestle yet
withdraw work wring yield
wither worker wrinkle yolks





















SUMMARY OF APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS 
TO SPELLING PROGRAMS
TABLE 13^
SUMMARY OF APPLICABILITY OF GENERALIZATIONS
TO SPELLING PROGRAMS






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
1. When there are two vowels 
side by side, the long 
sound of the first one is 
heard and the second is 
usually silent. 1893
2- When a vowel is in the
middle of a one—syllable
word, the vowel is short. 942
middle letter (325)
one of the middle two
letters in a word of
four letters (379)
one vowel within a word
of more than four letters (238)
3. If the only vowel letter 
is at the end of a word, 
the letter usually stands
for a long sound. 26
4. When there are two vowels, 
one of which is final e_, 
the first vowel is long



























The r̂  gives the preced­
ing vowel a sound that is 
neither long nor short. 1507
The first vowel is usually 
long and the second silent 
in the digraphs ai, e a , o a , 





In the phonogram i e , the
_i is silent and the e_
has a long sound. 169
Words having double _e 
usually have the long 
e_ sound. 140
When words end with silent 











( 3 ) (abroad)
( 3)(nuisance) (53) (quit)
24 (hygiene) 145(tries)




















Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
10. In ay the %  is silent 
and gives _a its long 
sound.
11. When the letter ^  is 
followed by the letters 
g h , the _i- usually stands 
for its long sound and 
the gh is silent.
12. When ^  follows ^  in a 
word, it usually has the 













13. When e_ is followed by 
the vowel sound is the 
same as represented by 
oo . 26 1 1  (flew) 15(dew) 42
14. The two letters ow make 
the long ô sound.
15. W is sometimes a vowel 















Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
16. When ^  is the final letter 
in a word, it usually has
a vowel sound. 5 29
17. When ^  is used as a vowel 
in words, it sometimes
has the sound of long 5 70
18. The letter a has the 
same sound To') when fol­
lowed by 3̂, w, and tj. 3 35
19. When ^  is followed by r_ 
and final e_, we expect 















20. When c_ and ^  are next 
to each other, they 
make only one sound.
21. Ch is usually pro­
nounced as it is in 
kitchen, catch, and 
chair, not like sh.
22. When c_ is followed by 
e_ or _i, the sound of _s_ 

















Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
23. When the letter c_ is 
followed by o_ or the 
sound of Ic is likely to 
be heard.
24. The letter ^  often has 
a sound similar to that 
of in jump when it 
precedes the letter
_i or je.
25. When qht is seen in a 
word, gh is silent.
26. When a word begins k n , 
the ]c is silent.
27. When a word begins with 
w r , the w is silent.
28. When two of the same 
Consonants are side by 
side only one is heard.
29. When a word ends in c k , 
it has the same last 











2 0 (knee) . .



















Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
30. In most two—syllable 
words, the first 
syllable is accented.
31. If _a, in, re, ex, d e , 
or be is the first 
syllable in a word, it 
is usually unaccented.
32. In most two-syllable 
words that end in a 
consonant followed by 
the first syllable is 
accented and the last is 
unaccented.
33. One vowel letter in an 
accented syllable has 
its short sound.
34. When ^  or ey is seen in 
the last syllable that 
is not accented, the 



























Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
35. When ture is the final 
syllable in a word, it 
is unaccented. 23 23(venture) 100
36. When tion is the final 
syllable in a word it 
is unaccented. 116 116(election) . . 100
37. In many two— and three- 
syllable words, the 
final e_ lengthens the 
vowel in the last 
syllable.
38. If the first vowel 
sound in a word is fol­
lowed by two consonants, 
the first syllable 
usually ends with the 
first of the two conso­
nants .
39. If the first vowel 
sound in a word is 
followed by a single 
consonant, that conso­




437 2 1 2 (unite) 225(medicine) 49
1591 1273(fattest) 318(ledger) 80
1301 641(bacon) 660(olive ) 49
TABLE 13— Continued






Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
40- If the first vowel 
sound in a word is 
followed by a single 
consonant, that con­
sonant usually begins 
the second syllable.
41. When the first vowel 
element in a word is 
followed by th, c h , 
or sh, these symbols 
are not broken when 
the word is divided 
into syllables and may 
go with either the 
first or second syl—
1able.




42. In a word of more 
than one syllable, 
the letter usually 
goes with the pre­
ceding vowel to form 
a syllable.
43. When a word has only 
one vowel letter, the 

















Per Cent of 
Applica­
bility
44. When there is one 
e_ in a wgrd that 
ends in a conso­
nant, the e_ usu­
ally has a short 
sound. 1 2 0 109(zest) 1 1 (germ) 91
45. When the last 
syllable is the 
sound it is 
unaccented. 828 6  76(under) 152(repair) 82 00m
This table presents the composite findings for each of the forty—five recom­
mended phonic generalizations. The number order of the generalizations in this table
is identical with that in the tables shown in the Clymer and Bailey studies.
^Words in parentheses are examples of words that conform or of exceptions.
'Figures in parentheses indicate specific applications of the generalization.
APPENDIX D
COMPARISON OF APPLICABILITY OF PHONIC GENERALIZATIONS 
TO SPELLING AND READING PROGRAMS
TABLE 14
COMPARISON OF APPLICABILITY OF PHONIC GENERALIZATIONS
TO SPELLING AND READING PROGRAMS^
Applicability
Generalization
Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







1. When there are two vowels 
side by side, the long 
sound of the first one is 
heard and the second is 
usually silent. 45 34 32
2. When a vowel is in the
middle of a one—syllable 
word, the vowel is short. 62 71 6 6
middle letter (69) (78) (74)b
one of the middle two 
letters in a word of 
four letters (59) (6 8 ) (64)
one vowel within a word 






Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







3 o' If the only vowel letter 
is at the end of a word, 
the letter usually stands 
for a long sound. 74 76 77
4. When there are two vowels, 
one of which is final _e, 
the first vowel is long 
and the e is silent. 63 57 63
5. The r gives the preceding 
vowel a sound that is 
neither long nor short. 78 8 6 8 6
6  = The first vowel is usu­
ally long and the second 
silent in the digraphs ai, 
ea, oa, and ui. 6 6 60 58
ai (64) (72) (74)
ea (6 6 ) (55 ) (53)
oa (97) (95) (95)






Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







7„ In the phonogram ie, the 
i is silent and the _e has 
a long sound. 17 31 14
8 . Words having double e_ 
usually have the long 
ê sound. 98 87 8 6
9. When words end with silent 
e , the preceding _a or _i is 
long = 60 50 58
1 0  = In ay the ^  is silent and 
gives _a its long sound. 78 8 8 83
1 1  = When the letter _i is fol­
lowed by the letters q h , 
the ^  usually stands for its 
long sound and the qh is 
silent = 71 71 6 8
1 2  = When a follows w in a word, 
it usually has the sound of 





Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







13. When je is followed by , 
the vowel sound is the 
same as represented by 
oo . 35 40 42
14. The two letters ow 
make the long ô 
sound. 59 55 54
15. W is sometimes a vowel 
and follows the vowel 
digraph rule. 40 33 37
16. When Y. i-s the final 
letter in a word, it 
usually has a vowel 
sound = 84 89 8 6
17. When ^  is used as a 
vowel in words, it some­
times has the sound of 





Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







18. The letter a has the 
same sound Tô') when 
followed by w, and _u. 48 34 35
19. When ^  is followed by r_ 
and final _e, we expect to 
hear the sound heard in 
care . 90 96 96
2 0 . When _ĉ and h_ are next to 
each other, they make 
only one sound. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
2 1 . Ch is usually pronounced 
as it is in kitchen, 
catch, and chair, not 
like sh. 95 87 85
2 2 . When c_ is followed by 
e or the sound ^  is 





Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







23. When the letter c_ is 
followed by ô or the 
sound of jc is likely to 
be heard. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
24. The letter ^  often has a 
sound similar to that of 
1 in lump when it pre­
cedes the letters ^  or 64 78 80
25. When ght is seen in a 
word, qh is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
26. When a word begins k n , 
the k is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
27. When a word begins with 
w r , the ^  is silent. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
28. When two of the same con­
sonants are side by side,, 
















29. When a word ends in ck , 
it has the same last 
sound as in look. 100 100 100
30. In most two-syllable 




31. If in, r e , d e , e x . or
b e , is the first syllable 








32. In most two—syllable words 
that end in a consonant 
followed by the first 
syllable is accented and 
the last is unaccented. 96 97 99
33. One vowel letter in an
accented syllable has its 




Per Cent of Applicability
Primary and 







34. When ^  or ey is seen in 
the last syllable that 
is not accented, the 
long sound of e is heard.
35. When ture is the final 
syllable in a word, it 
is unaccented. 1 0 0 95 1 0 0
36. When tion is the final 
syllable in a word, it 
is unaccented. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
37. In many two— and three- 
syllable words, the final 
e lengthens the vowel in 
the last syllable. 46 46 49
38. If the first vowel sound 
in a word is followed by 
two consonants, the first 
syllable usually ends with 
the first of the two 

















39. If the first vowel sound 
in a word is followed by 
a single consonant, that 
consonant usually begins 
the second syllable. 44 50 49
40. If the last syllable of 
a word ends in le, the 
consonant preceding the 
le usually begins the 
last syllable. 97 93 96
41. When the first vowel element 
in a word is followed by th, 
ch, or sh, these symbols are 
not broken when the word is 
divided into syllables and 
may go with either the first 

















42. In a word of more than one 
syllable, the letter v 
usually goes with the pre­
ceding vowel to form a 
syllable. 73 65 6 8
43. When a word has only one 
vowel letter, the vowel 
sound is likely to be short. 57 69 67
44. When there is one e_ in a 
word that ends in a con­
sonant, the e_ usually has 
a short sound. 76 92 91
45, When the last syllable is 
the sound r_, it is 
unaccented. 95 79 82
VO
This table presents a comparison of the forty-five phonic generalizations
tions.




Niemann Apt, A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 
April 30, 1968
Dr. Theodore W. Clymer 
Professor, College of Education 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota
Dear Sir :
During the coming months I plan to study the tentative 
topic, The Commonness and Applicability of Phonic Generaliza­
tions In Selected Spelling Programs, for a doctoral disserta­
tion. This project will be developed with the approval and 
advice of Dr. Mary Clare Petty and Dr. Robert Curry of the 
Graduate College of Education, University of Oklahoma.
Certainly your excellent study of "The Utility of Phonic 
Generalizations in the Primary Grades" would be highly sig­
nificant to my study. This letter is written to ask your 
permission to use your list of forty-five phonic generaliza­
tions, to utilize your technique for determining "per cent 
of utility" of the generalizations, and to quote from your 
published report. If your permission is granted, all your 
materials and quotes will be properly documented and credited 
to you. An abstract of the prospectus for my study, or of 
the final report will be furnished you upon your request.
Your cooperation will be appreciated. To facilitate you; 
reply, a self-addressed stamped envelope is included.
Yours truly.




Niemann Apt. A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 
April 30, 1958
Dr. Mildred Hart Bailey, Director 
The Reading Clinic 
Northwestern State College 
Natchitoches. Louisiana
Dear Dr. Bailey:
During the coming months I plan to study the tentative 
topic. The Commonness and Applicability of Phonic Generaliza­
tions In Selected Spelling Programs, for a doctoral disserta­
tion. This project will be developed with the approval and 
advice of Dr. Mary Clare Petty and Dr. Robert Curry of the 
Graduate College of Education, University of Oklahoma.
Certainly, your excellent study of "The Utility of 
Phonic Generalizations in Grades One Through Six," would be 
highly significant to my study. This letter is written to 
ask your permission to quote from your published report, 
including the table, "The Utility of Generalizations in 
Grades One Through Six." If your permission is granted, all 
your materials and quotes will be properly documented and 
credited to you. An abstract of the prospectus for my study 
or of the final report will be furnished you upon your request.
Your cooperation will be appreciated. To facilitate your 
reply, a self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed.
Yours truly.









I am planning to develop a doctoral study concerned 
with phonetic content introduced in comprehensive series of
spellers. Your series __________________________________  by
________________________;   edition, is not available to
me. Will you please send me a detailed description of this 
series (prospectus, promotional materials, etc.)?
This information will serve to develop a list of series 
for more extensive study from which will be selected the 
texts for final analysis in the study.
If your series is selected, I shall contact you again 
and request your permission to include your series in the 
study.
Thank you kindly for an early reply.
Yours truly.
Lillie S. Davis 
Graduate Student
Approved :
Mary Clare Petty 
Professor of Education 
University of Oklahoma
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NORTHWESTERN STATE COLLEGE OF LOUISIANA 
Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457 
May 2, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartment A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Davis:
In reference to your letter of April 30, 1968, please 
be advised that you have my permission to quote from my 
doctoral dissertation entitled "An Analytical Study of the 
Utility of Selected Phonic Generalizations for Children in 
Grades One Through Six," and from my article entitled "The 
Utility of Phonic Generalizations in Grades One Through Six," 
published in the February, 1967, Reading Teacher. However, 
you must obtain permission from the International Reading 
Association, also, to quote from the latter source.
Good luck on your study.
Sincerely,
Mildred H. Bailey 
Associate Professor and 




P. 0. Box 3708 971 Winther Way
Santa Barbara, California 93105
May 6, 1958
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartment A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Davis:
I have your letter of April 30th which was forwarded to me 
from the University of Minnesota. I am now in California on 
leave from the University of Minnesota.
I am, of course, pleased to learn that you intend to extend 
my study to make applications to the generalizations in 
selected spelling programs. You have my permission to uti­
lize my list of 45 phonic generalizations, to utilize my 
technique for determining "per cent of utility" and to 
quote from my published report in your thesis.
I am sending a copy of this letter, as well as a photocopy of 
your letter to Mrs. Faye Branca who is publications coordina­
tor for the International Reading Association. As the 
research report was published in an IRA publication, the 
Association must also grant you permission to quote from my 
published report. I can assure you that there will be no 
problem or charge for your use of the material from the 
IRA report. The procedures are just a matter of formality.
I do not believe it will be necessary for you to correspond 
at all with Mrs. Branca at this time. If she wishes you to 
give her any information, I am certain that she will write to 
you.
Good luck to you in your research. I would be very pleased 




cc: Mrs. Faye Branca
Publications Coordinator, IRA
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INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION 
An Incorporated Non-Profit Professional Organization
Tyre Ave, at Main Street 
Newark, Delaware 19711
May 8, 1958
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartment A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Davis:
Dr. Theodore Clymer has referred your request of April 30, 
1968, to this office.
The Association is happy to grant permission for you to 
use in your doctoral dissertation Dr. Clymer's forty-five 
phonic generalizations and to quote from his article "The 
Utility of Phonic Generalizations in the Primary Grades," 
which appeared in the January 1963 issue of The Reading 
Teacher, pp. 252-260.
We wish you success with your study.
Sincerely yours.





INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION 
An Incorporated Non-Profit Professional Organization
Tyre Avenue at Main Street 
Newark, Delaware 19711
May 17, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartments A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Davis.:
Thank you for sending us a copy of Dr. Bailey's letter grant­
ing you permission to use her article, "The Utility of 
Phonic Generalizations in Grades One through Six," which 
appeared in the February 1967 issue of THE READING TEACHER.
You have the Association's permission to use this material 
in your doctoral dissertation, "The Commonness and Appli­
cability of Phonic Generalizations in Selected Spelling 
Programs,"
Cordially,
(Mrs.) Elaine A. Fraze 
Permissions





I plan to develop a doctoral dissertation on the 
applicability of phonic generalizations in selected spelling
programs. Your spelling series, _________________________, by
________________________________ , has been selected for analysis
in the study.
This letter is written to ask your permission to 
utilize the spelling words in the textbooks for grades two 
through six to test phonic generalizations.
Doctors Theodore Clymer and Mildred H. Bailey have 
already tested these generalizations against a composite list 
of words taken from several different basal reading series, 
and I plan to extend their studies to include the vocabulary 
of selected spelling series. Their permission to make this 
study has been granted.
Your spelling program will be properly identified in 
the dissertation copy. To facilitate your reply, a self- 
addressed stamped envelope is enclosed. Thank you for your 
cooperation.
Yours truly.
Lillie S. Davis 
Graduate Student
Approved :
Mary Clare Petty 
Professor of Education
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Mrs. Lillie S. Davis
Nieman Apartments, Apartment A-17
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Davis:
Thank you very much for your letter of May 23 requesting 
permission to use the spelling words in our spelling 
growth program to test phonetic generalizations.
We are glad to grant you permission for your work, and if 
possible, we would appreciate a copy of your dissertation 
for our reference library.
Sincerely,




POLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY 
1010 West Washington Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 50607
June 3, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Nieman Apt. A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma
Dear Mrs. Davis:
We are pleased to grant your request to use SPELLING AND 
WRITING PATTERNS by Morton Botel, et al., in your doctoral 
disseration as outlined in your letter of May 23, 1968, 
providing that you give credit to title, authors, publisher, 
and copyright date on the page or pages where used, and 
providing the dissertation is not published.
Our editor has also reviewed your request, and for your 
information I quote from her note to us :
"However, it must be clearly stated that although 
a study has been made of this word list, the program 
itself does not use phonics generalizations commonly 
used in other programs in spelling. Instead, we use 
a linguistic approach, grouping words in patterned 
sets and whatever generalizations are made on a language 
level apply only to the particular word set under study."
Best wishes and success on your project.
Cordially,
POLLETT EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION
Alice Anne Foley 
Permissions Department
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SILVER BURDETT COMPANY A Division of General Learning
Corporation
June 13, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartment A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73059
Dear Mrs. Davis:
In response to your request, forwarded by our Dallas 
office, we are pleased to give you permission to utilize 
the spelling words in Spell Correctly, Grades 2 through 6, 
for analysis in a study testing phonic generalizations, for 
inclusion in your doctoral dissertation on the applicability 
of phonic generalizations in selected spelling programs.
We require the following acknowledgment in footnote 
form on each page of the study and dissertation containing 
our material, and if possible, a copy of the study for our 
permissions file.
From Spell Correctly, Grade ___ , c 1968 General Learning
Corporation. Used by permission of Silver Burdett
Company.
The permission granted in this letter is for use of 
the spelling words as specified above only and is based 
upon your compliance with our required form of credit. If 
you wish to use the material for another purpose at another 
time, it will be necessary for you to request permission 
again.
We are happy to be of service to you and if we may be 
of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact 
me.
Sincerely yours,




J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
June 20, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apt. A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma
Dear Mrs. Davis:
Thank you for your letter of June 18 telling us of 
your forthcoming doctoral dissertation on the applicability 
of phonic generalizations in selected spelling programs.
We are happy to grant you permission to use the spell­
ing words from our BASIC SPELLING KEYS textbooks for the 
grades 2-6.
We would appreciate receiving a copy of your disserta­
tion when the study is completed.
Sincerely yours,






THE L. W. SINGER COMPANY, INC.
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS/A SUBSIDIARY OF RANDOM HOUSE 
501 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022
June 25, 1968
Mrs. Lillie S. Davis 
Nieman Apt. A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73969
Dear Mrs. Davis:
Thanks so much for your letter of June 18th, regarding our 
series Spellinqtime by Gertrude Hildreth, et al.
We have no objection to your using the spelling words from 
this series in your doctoral dissertation, in the manner 
you specified, provided you credit the title, authors and 
publisher of the series.
Best wishes on the dissertation, and we would.be delighted 
to have a copy, upon completion.
Sincerely,
George Wm. Mitchell 
Permissions Department
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GINN AND COMPANY 
STATLER BUILDING, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02117
July 11, 1968
Miss Lillie S. Davis 
Niemann Apartment A-17 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Miss Davis:
Thank you for your letter of June 24, in which you 
asked permission to use the spelling words in the books for 
Grades Two through Six of our series, SPELLING, by Edna M» 
Horrocks and others.
We are pleased to grant you permission to use these 
spelling words in the work you are planning for your doctoral 
dissertation. You indicate that, in addition to the copies 
needed to satisfy requirements for your degree, you may 
multilith a few copies. This is satisfactory with us, pro­
vided these copies are not offered for sale.
In your completed study, will you please give credit 
for whatever materials you use from our books. The credit 
should include the title of the series and the names of the 
authors and publisher. As suggested in the last paragraph 
of your letter, we should like very much to have a copy of 
your dissertation. When you send it to us, will you please 
mark it to my attention.
Best wishes for the successful completion of your 
dissertation.
Sincerely yours,
(Mrs.) Helen H. O'Neill 
Elementary Language Arts 
Department
